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NOTE FROM THE SECRETARY GENERAL

The Forum was quite busy during this period —
engaging with tiger range countries and
organizations for the tiger cause. Several

important field workshops were held, marked by useful
interactions with field managers and experts. With the
strengthening of the Forum's secretariat vis-à-vis its
enlarged mandate as an implementing arm of the
Global Tiger Initiative Council, the work schedule was
quite arduous and interesting.

With support from the World Bank, Wildlife
Conservation Trust (WCT) and World Wide Fund For
Nature (WWF), the GTF closely collaborated with
research organizations like Indian Institute of Forest
Management (IIFM) and Wildlife Institute of India (WII)
to organize capacity building workshops for tiger and
snow leopard range countries. 

The snow leopard agenda was discussed in Leh-
Ladakh (India) during November 2016. The response
was more than encouraging with active participation
from Bhutan, Nepal, India and Russia, as well as
experts from Global Snow Leopard and Ecosystem
Protection Programme (GSLEP), WWF and Nature
Conservation Foundation (NCF). Likewise, two
workshops were organized for tiger range countries
with a view to strengthen the capability of field
managers towards field monitoring and assessment of
ecosystem services. These were held at Sariska (for
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal) and Kuala
Lumpur (for Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Thailand, Russia and Vietnam)

The outcome of above workshops have resulted in
evolving three important field documents: 
o A manual on economic valuation

approaches/methodology for practitioners 
o Technical Guidelines for Habitat and Prey

Restoration
o Protocols for Habitat Quality and Wildlife

Populations

The Global Tiger Forum is working closely with WWF
and Global Wildlife Conservation (GWC) on
implementing the ranger information survey across
India. This is part of a global survey undertaken by
many like-minded organizations for the betterment 
of frontlines.

The ongoing agenda of the GTF during this period
includes the second phase of the Conservation
Assured Tiger Standards (CA|TS) project, security audit
of some tiger reserves in India in collaboration with the
National Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA), providing
assistance in finalising tiger conservation plans of tiger
reserves in India and technical assistance towards
development of the zero-poaching strategy in Bhutan.
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Dear CITES Delegates, 

We, the undersigned, ask CITES Parties to take note of the recent
overwhelming vote by members of the International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) in favour of recognizing “tiger farming” as “a serious threat” to
the conservation of Amur tigers and Amur leopards in the wild. The motion was
formally adopted during the IUCN’s World Conservation Congress in
September 2016 (see full text below). 

The IUCN is the world’s largest and most diverse environmental network,
composed of governments, government agencies, non-governmental
organisation, scientists and business associations. IUCN includes more than
1,300 member organisations from over 170 countries and 16,000 experts to
make up what is universally acknowledged as the global authority on the status
of the natural world. 

A total of 91 percent of government members and 86 percent of non-
governmental members voted for adding “tiger farming” as a “serious threat” to
Amur tigers and Amur leopards, along with “their isolated and small
populations, prey and habitat degradation, illegal trade and anthropogenic
impacts.” 

The IUCN vote echoes sentiments of the 45 non-governmental organisations
that on 29 July 2016, International Tiger Day, jointly called on “countries with
tiger farms to adopt urgent action to end tiger breeding for commercial
purposes and phase out tiger farms… to achieve the goals of Zero Demand for
tiger parts and products and Zero Poaching of tigers,” which can be read in full
at https://eia-international.org/international-tiger-day-zero-demand-zero-
poaching. 

In light of the IUCN vote, we strongly urge Parties to support this significant
recognition of tiger farming as a threat to the survival of Asian big cats by
adopting draft Decisions approved by the Standing Committee, as contained in
CoP17 Doc. 60.1 (Annex 1). In addition, we urge you to support the proposal
from India in CoP17 Doc. 60.2. 

CITES has for decades recognized farming of tigers for commercial trade in
their parts and products as a major threat to conservation. However, the CITES
Secretariat has found little progress in Parties’ implementation of relevant
Decisions and Resolutions. The draft Decisions presented by the Standing
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Committee to CoP17 were arrived at following extensive multilateral debate and
consultation which began at the 65th meeting of the Standing Committee in
2014, and call for the long-overdue full implementation of existing CITES
measures. Therefore, in essence, we simply ask you to vote in favour of the
execution of Resolutions and Decisions previously approved following careful
consideration.

We thank you in advance for your support of wild tiger conservation. 

21st Century Tiger, A.J.T. Johnsingh, Tiger Biologist, ALTA, Animal Welfare
Institute, Animals Asia Foundation, Annamiticus, BAAVAN — Bagh AapAur VAN,
Big Cat Rescue, Bombay Natural History Society, Born Free Foundation, Born
Free USA, British and Irish Association of Zoos and Aquariums, Conservation
Action Trust, Conservation and Environmental Education 4 Life, The Corbett
Foundation, David Shepherd Wildlife Foundation, Education for Nature -
Vietnam, Environmental Investigation Agency, FOUR PAWS International,
FREELAND, The Fund for The Tiger, Global Tiger Forum, Humane Society
International, International Fund for Animal Welfare, Japan Tiger and Elephant
Fund, Nature Conservation Society, Amravati, Prerna Singh Bindra, Wildlife
Conservationist/Journalist/Author, Pro Wildlife, Ranthambhore Foundation,
Sanctuary Nature Foundation, Save Wild Tigers, Species Survival Network, Tiger
Awareness, Tiger Research and Conservation Trust, TigerTime, TOFTigers,
Valmik Thapar, Tiger Expert/Author, WildAid, Wildlife Conservation Nepal,
Wildlife Conservation Trust, Mumbai, Wildlife Friends Foundation Thailand,
Wildlife Protection Society of India, Wildlife Society of Orissa, Wildlife Trust of
India, WildTeam Bangladesh, WildTiger Conservation Research and
Development, Wild Welfare, World Animal Protection, Zoological Society of
London 

o Motion 006 - Conservation of Amur tiger (Pantheratigrisaltaica) and Amur
leopard (Pantherapardusorientalis) in Northeast Asia 

o ACKNOWLEDGING that Amur tiger (Pantheratigrisaltaica) and Amur leopard
(Pantherapardusorientalis) are keystone species, providing a charismatic focal
point for conservation action in Northeast Asia; 

o NOTING that Amur tiger and Amur leopard still face the risk of extinction:
Amur tiger only has two populations with about 500 individuals and Amur
leopard only has one population containing less than 100 individuals;

o ALSO NOTING that the temperate forest landscape retained in the species’
historical range, including Far East Russia, Northeast China, the Korean
peninsula, and even part of Mongolia, is the future for Amur tiger and Amur
leopard, providing massive potential habitat for restoring the population in
Northeast Asia; 

o RECOGNISING that the recovery of Amur tiger and Amur leopard can
provide significant benefits to national economic development, as well as to
local communities; 

o AWARE that the restoration of tigers and leopards to ecosystems has a
positive impact on many other species and biodiversity; 

o RECOGNISING the serious threat currently facing Amur tiger and Amur
leopard, including their isolated and small populations, prey and habitat
degradation, tiger farming, illegal trade and anthropogenic impacts; 

o CONSIDERING that numbers of Amur tiger and Amur leopard in the Sino-
Russian transboundary area — which supports the entire population of Amur
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leopard and the only Amur tiger population that could potentially be restored in
China - are increasing and dispersing to neighbouring areas, acting as source
populations and providing a ‘now or never’ opportunity to restore tiger and
leopard populations in their historical ranges in Northeast Asia; 

o APPRECIATING that natural forest protection projects in China and long-term
conservation projects in Russia conducted for decades, together with other
conservation efforts have resulted in growing populations of Amur tiger and
Amur leopard in China and Russia in recent years; 

o NOTING that bilateral and multilateral collaboration is important to safeguard
the source population of Amur tiger and Amur leopard in transboundry areas,
and to promote the process of restoring Amur tiger and Amur leopard in range
states; and 

o RECOGNISING IUCN’s role over many years in providing sound technical
and scientific guidance as well as convening and supporting policy processes
to facilitate dialogue on tiger and leopard conservation; 

The World Conservation Congress, at its session in Hawai’i, United States of
America, 1-10 September 2016: 

1. REQUESTS the Director General, the IUCN Species Survival Commission
(SSC) and the IUCN Commission on Ecosystem Management (CEM), to
provide policy support to a new initiative for the recovery of the Amur tiger
and Amur leopard, and to bring it to the attention of range states and
international donors;

2. CALLS ON all IUCN Members worldwide to support the initiative; 

3. CALLS ON all stakeholders to encourage and launch the initiative in
Northeast Asia for the recovery of the Amur tiger and Amur leopard, and
biodiversity in general; and 

4. CALLS ON range states in the region, which have not yet done so, to
develop national action plans for Amur tiger and Amur leopard and their
prey species as part of a strategy for long-term conservation and to invest
in implementation of these national action plans. 

https://portals.iucn.org/congress/motion/006
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With 183 Parties, CITES remains one of the world’s most powerful tools
for biodiversity conservation through the regulation of trade in wild
fauna and flora. Thousands of species are internationally traded and

used by people in their daily lives for food, housing, health care, ecotourism,
cosmetics or fashion.

CITES regulates international trade in over 35,000 species of plants and
animals, including their products and derivatives, ensuring their survival in the
wild with benefits for the livelihoods of local people and the global environment.
The CITES permit system seeks to ensure that international trade in listed
species is sustainable, legal and traceable.

CITES was signed in Washington D.C. on 3 March 1973 and entered into force
on 1 July 1975.

GTF’s Statement on Asian Big Cats in CITES CoP 17: Dr Rajesh Gopal,
Secretary General, stated that ‘The Global Tiger Forum, the only
intergovernmental organisation of Tiger Range Countries for tiger, has a
serious concern relating to a new para (k) suggested for inclusion in
Res.Conf.12.5. The said concern is on account of two words (‘when
possible’)included in the para. This open ended formulation has rendered
the entire effort futile, as no party would be duty bound to share the
information within a time frame.

This concern may please be taken on record , since the said two words
require deletion.
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During discussions at the 17th Conference of the Parties (CoP) to the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES), India,
Nepal, the USA, EU and Lao PDR overruled a proposal from China to

delete a Decision to end tiger farming. China was alone in suggesting that the
Decision, which states that “tigers should not be bred for trade in their parts
and derivatives”, should be “retired”.

There are fewer than 4,000 wild tigers remaining, with populations functionally
extinct in some range States. The conservation of wild tigers requires action 
to end all trade in tiger parts and derivatives, and reduce and eventually
eliminate demand for these products. Trade in parts and derivatives of captive
bred tigers continues to be a threat, perpetuating the desirability of tiger
products and stimulating poaching of wild tigers and other Asian big cats.
Undeniably, wild tigers are doing best in range States where they are not
considered a commodity and where they are not bred for trade in their parts
and derivatives.

Following on from a Ministerial announcement last Friday, the delegation from
Lao PDR elaborated on the government’s intention to work with technical
experts to phase out tiger farms. Lao PDR is the first of the tiger-farming
countries to declare their intention to finally implement Decision 14.69. While
welcoming this announcement, we recognise that Lao PDR is home to
transnational organised criminal networks that are exploiting weak legislation
and enforcement. A significant investment of political and financial commitment
to root out corruption and complacency is essential to turn words in to action.

Also approved today were a suite of Decisions that will continue a thorough
review of efforts to improve legislation and enforcement, and will put facilities
that keep and breed tigers and other Asian big cats for commercial purposes
under greater scrutiny. Additionally, there was support in principle for a proposal
from India which encourages countries that make seizures of tiger skins to
share photos of these with range states, to facilitate investigations into the
origin of the skins. 

AvinashBasker of the Wildlife Protection Society of India said “The fact that
there was no support for the proposal to delete Decision 14.69 is a really
encouraging sign. It shows that almost all Parties are convinced that the
breeding of tigers for their parts and derivatives is a serious conservation threat
to wild tigers.
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TOGETHER, WE CAN SAVE OUR PRIDE — THE
TIGERS OF THE SUNDARBANS
Home Star Weekend
12:00 AM, December 09, 2016 / 
LAST MODIFIED: 12:00 AM, 
December 09, 2016

Sleek and graceful, powerful and exotic, the tiger is the
very definition of “Bangladeshi mega fauna.” A

powerful symbol of Bangladeshi pride and heritage,
tigers are deeply embedded in our culture. From being
the symbol of the hugely popular national cricket team
to adorning Bangladesh’s currency notes, this regal
feline is part of Bangladesh’s identity.A hundred years
ago, Bengal tigers roamed in many parts of
Bangladesh. Although the numbers have reduced
significantly, currently around 100 tigers, the
Sundarbans is still a stronghold for tigers.
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If we cannot still conserve the last population of tigers,
the Sundarbans’ ecosystem will be at risk and one sixty
million people of Bangladesh will have nothing left to
feel proud of being a ‘nation of tiger’. The last chance
is not yet over. Conserving the Sundarbans and it
biodiversity by protecting the tigers with the united
efforts of the government, business sector, other
stakeholders and the general mass; has now become
the demand of the time.It is not an easy task. But with
a little bit of everybody’s support, we can make a
whole lot of difference. 

Most of us view conservation solely in terms of
individual species. This limited view of conservation
stops us from considering the big picture. We forget
that the species we are trying to save from extinction
live in an ecosystem where each species makes a
unique and significant contribution. As a result, we fail
to consider the complex interrelationships and direct
benefits that are shared between us humans and these
ecosystems. The Bengal tiger is an umbrella species.
When they thrive, they ensure the survival of thousands
species of flora and fauna of the Sundarbans. As one
of the largest ecosystems in Bangladesh, the
Sundarbans works as one of our largest life support
systems. Its green mangrove wall shields millions of
people from natural disasters and contributes to their
livelihoods. To survive and prosper, Bangladesh needs
a healthy, flourishing Sundarbans forest. Our security,
our economy, our very survival depends on this
ecosystem thriving and growing. So by saving tigers,
we are actually protecting the Sundarbans. This
ultimately benefits the entire country and all of us. So
it’s not just about saving the tigers, it’s about protecting
our future.

Currently, WildTeam works with local communities,
government and other conservation institutions to help
save tigers in the Sundarbans. WildTeam undertakes
research on tigers and the mangrove ecosystem,
increases vigilance against wildlife crime and helps
build capacity of the Bangladesh Forest Department
and communities. Under the leadership of Forest
Department, WildTeam implementing the USAID’s
Bengal Tiger Conservation Activity (Bagh), with
technical support from the Smithsonian Institution and
Bangladesh Centre for Advanced Studies. WildTeam
has been striving to unite a range of strategic partners
including other relevant agencies of the Government of
Bangladesh, private sector, NGOs and local
communities. Just recently, WildTeam organised a
“Greater Dialogue for a Greater Cause” to raise
awareness on tiger conservation among the private
sector and harness motivate to engage in this 
worthy cause.

We live in an era where 53 of the 100 largest
economies in the world are not countries but private

corporations. This is an age where one individual
commercial organisation alone can reach 4 billion
customers - nearly 60 percent of our global population.
In order for tigers to be saved, private corporation
support isn’t just needed — it is a necessity. It is only
when we combine and leverage our individual
strengths that we can forge the extraordinary change to
save our tigers. 

Over the past two decades, businesses have stepped
into the breach and they have changed the way
environmentalists approach conservation. Combining
business acumen and a steely focus on efficiency and
results, Unilever and the World Wildlife Foundation
have saved over one million trees from destruction in
Brazil and Indonesia. Coca Cola has teamed up with
environmentalists to protect the polar bear and its
habitat through the Arctic Home Campaign in Canada
and the United States.Emirates is showcasing its
commitment to animal conservation by painting
endangered animals on its new, state of the art A380
jets.

What can you do? Businesses that operate in
Bangladesh, both national and foreign, are needed to
raise awareness of this important issue. You can also
support a wide variety of activities that directly benefit
the tigers and the Sundarbans. For example, you can
help to build a research station near the Sundarbans to
continue researching and monitoring the tiger
population. Support groundpatrolling to ensure
protection from wildlife crime, support Community
Patrol Group (CPG) and Village Tiger Response Teams
(VTRT), sponsor national and local level campaign
events to raise mass awareness, join livelihood
programs for the local communities to reduce
livelihood dependency on the Sundarbans, or develop
cause marketing campaign — to raise awareness and
fund for tiger conservation.

Most of us are well aware of what is causing the
decline in numbers of wild tigers: illegal poaching;
illegal wildlife trade; loss of quality habitat. As an
important member of the business and social
community in this country, private sector’s participation,
active interest and support are crucial to restoring,
reconnecting and managing the Sundarbans into one
continuous corridor of protected area to benefit
humans and wildlife. You have the power to help us
safeguard Bangladesh’s precious tiger population and
their habitat by taking a stance with WildTeam. Your
commitment will aid in raising awareness and funds to
protect our tigers. Our priority is to ensure that the
small population of tigers left in the Sundarbans is able
to survive and flourish. This is a massive undertaking,
and your support is vital to its success.

— The wwriter iis PProgramme aand PPartnership
Management SSpecialist, WWildTeam
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TIGER CLAWS ITS WAY BACK IN BUMDELING
July 31, 2016
News Leave a comment
857 Views

WILDLIFE: It was a rare sight. A wild tiger roaming the
forests of Lhuentse district under the Bumdeling
Wildlife Sanctuary (BWS) was recently caught on
camera, the first in almost two decades.

A fresh pug mark of a huge adult tiger was once
recorded on top of Dongla Pass (3000 meters) in 1997
by the survey team fielded from Bhutan's erstwhile
Nature Conservation Division

This is in addition to Bhutan's amazing 103 wild tigers
recorded during the country's national tiger survey
released on Global Tiger Day 2015.
According to park officials, the recent resurfacing of the
wild tiger in the sanctuary has demystified all anecdotal
evidences from farmers. Although a single image of
this magnificent species wasn't found in BWS during
the national tiger survey, the quest for evidence of
tigers continued with numerous camera-trapping

exercises. Hence, on May 30 this year, the majestic
fauna was finally captured on camera at 3,124 meters
above sea level. This is also the first image of a tiger in
BWS.

Besides being hugely exciting, the officials said that the
sighting further validates the need for further research
to protect the tigers, manage human-wildlife conflict
and strengthen patrolling through SMART roll out
programs. "This in itself is an incredible achievement,"
said the chief forest officer of BWS, Karma Tempa.

Agriculture minister, YesheyDorji, said in a statement
published on the agriculture ministry's website: "As one
of the tiger range countries, Bhutan continues to play a
very significant role in the long term survival of this
majestic species. We are tasked with the responsibility
of ensuring the survival and persistence of this
important majestic species." He added: "If we fail to
shoulder this responsibility, it is equivalent to breaching
the trust entrusted upon us by our future generations.
We carry this immense responsibility of ensuring that
this magnificent creature continues to survive, thrive
and persist.
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Thumbs Up For Tigers
Bhutan also joined the global WWF digital thumps up
for tigers campaign.

The aim of the campaign is to increase awareness of
the status of tigers and the global Tx2 goal to double
wild tigers by the year 2022. Tx2 = double tigers, and
to double the number of humans engaged in this effort,
this campaign will link the "T" for Tigers to Thumbs.

People supported the Tx2 effort with a photograph of
not one, but two thumbs up! Thumbs x 2 = Tx2! The
theme of thumbs links perfectly to tigers, because each
tiger's stripe pattern is as unique to them as finger
prints are to human.

— Staff rreporter

BHUTAN TO ADOPT CONSERVATION ASSURED
TIGER STANDARDS
December 8, 2016

WILDLIFE: Bhutan announced yesterday that it is
adopting the Conservation Assured Tiger Standards
(CA|TS), reaffirming its commitment to secure the
long-term future of the country’s wild tigers.

CA|TS is currently adopted by Bangladesh China,
India, Nepal, Russia and now Bhutan, covering 
25 key sites where tigers are known to roam and
discussion is underway with Indonesia, Malaysia 
and Thailand.

The national tiger survey in 2015 found an estimated
103 tigers living in the country’s pristine forests,
including some that roam as high as 4,000 metres
above sea level.

Wildlife Conservation Division chief in the Forests and

Park Services, SonamWangchuk said, “Bhutan is
committed to safeguarding our protected areas for
tiger populations to thrive.”

He said being part of CA|TS is a big step towards
achieving this, by ensuring that our protected 
areas meet the highest global standards for
conservation management.

CA|TS is a conservation tool which enables key 
tiger sites to be effectively managed. These include
existing tiger reserves and protected areas that are
home to tigers, as well as landscapes that can
potentially recover wild tigers. Through CA|TS, 
tiger sites are encouraged to achieve the highest
global standards through an independent 
evaluation process.

Bhutan is one of the thirteen countries working 
towards Tx2 - a global goal to double wild tiger
numbers by 2022, the next Year of the Tiger. Three of
Bhutan’s protected areas are known to harbour tigers,
all of which have been registered for CA|TS’
independent assessment.

The Royal Manas National Park is a key tiger
landscape. It forms part of the larger Transboundary
Manas Conservation Area that shares border with India
and is home to more than 1,500 species, including
endangered tigers, elephants and rhinos.

Country Director of WWF-Bhutan, DechenDorji said that
CA|TS will help protect more than tigers. “Effectively
managed protected areas will benefit other wildlife. It
will also benefit the people of Bhutan as our forests
provide key ecosystem services such as clean water,
food and medicine,” he said.

At present only a few protected areas in Asia are
secured. This has contributed to a drastic decline in
wild tiger numbers over the past decade, despite major
investment in their conservation, the WWF press
release stated.

By ensuring that Asia’s protected areas are secured,
CA|TS enables governments and other stakeholders 
to take far bigger strides toward doubling wild tigers 
by 2022.

Chair of the CA|TS Executive Committee, 
Mike Baltzer, said that committing to the CA|TS
standards shows the determination of a country to
save its tigers. “Bhutan once again proves to be a
global leader in conservation by taking this action.
When all the tiger range countries commit to 
CA|TS, we can be more assured that we are 
on the path away from the extinction of wild tigers,” 
he said.

— Staff RReporter
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NATIONAL PARK TO PROTECT TIGERS
By Zheng Jinran | China Daily 
Updated: 2016-11-10 08:26

The area in Northeast China is being added to a pilot
program to better manage the nation’s wild resources.

An area on the border of Heilongjiang and Jilin
provinces will be the second addition to a trial national
park program and will focus on protecting wild Siberian
tigers and leopards, according to government officials.

The new addition has been approved by the National
Development and Reform Commission, the top
economic planner.

The trial program is intended to streamline the
management of scenic spots and reduce the reliance
on raising funds through commercial activities,
environmental groups said on Wednesday.

The new addition comes after the first entry in the
program, Sanjiangyuan National Park, was approved in
December 2015. Sanjiangyuan park includes the
headwaters of the Yangtze, Yellow and Lancang rivers
in Qinghai province.

The second national park plan awaits review and
approval from the Party’s Leading Group on Overall
Reform, according to Xu Shaoshi, director of the
NDRC.

The national park trial program will run until 2017, when
officials will evaluate its effectiveness. If deemed
successful, addtional pilot parks may be approved in
other provinces by 2020. Nine provincial-level regions
have been picked for projects over three years: Beijing,
and Jilin, Heilongjiang, Zhejiang, Fujian, Hubei, Hunan,
Yunnan and Qinghai provinces.

Experts said introducing a national parks system is
expected to make environmental protection easier and

more effective, and to help local governments cover
costs without having to rely so much on commercial
activities in the parks.

China has 2,740 natural reserves, occupying a total
1.47 million square kilometers, aiming to protect
wildlife, forestry, grasslands and other valuable
environment elements, the Ministry of Environmental
Protection said.

However, Fan Zhiyong, a senior researcher with the
World Wildlife Fund, said some reserve officials failed
to protect the environment, and exploited resources
instead of protecting them.

Peng Kui, a researcher at the Global Environmental
Institute, an NGO in Beijing, said: “The management of
natural reserves now involves many government
departments. Land ownership in a reserve may be
handled by over three parties like ministries, other
agencies of the central government and rural
collectives, making management a mess.”

The central government won’t allocate funds for the
parks during the trial, so the provinces will have 
to pick up the costs. But Peng said State funds 
should go to support their management after the 
pilot, “so the management commission will not worry
about making money from tourism, resources
exploitation or other commercial activities, so it 
could protect the environment better than the 
existing reserves”.

The provincial governments also must figure out what
to do about residents living in the park areas, in a way
that protects the environment and people’s livelihoods
as well.

“The governments need to solve the problems in
management, funding and public participation, which is
not an easy job, but urgently needed and necessary for
environmental protection,” Fan said.
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CHINA ACCUSED OF DEFYING ITS OWN BAN ON
BREEDING TIGERS TO PROFIT FROM BODY
PARTS
Nick Davies and Oliver Holmes
Tuesday 27 September 2016 12.00

China has been accused of deceiving the international
community by allowing a network of farms to breed
thousands of captive tigers for the sale of their body
parts, in breach of their own longstanding ban on 
the trade.

The Chinese government has allowed about 200
specialist farms to hold an estimated 6,000 tigers for
slaughter, before their skins are sold as decoration and
their bones are marinated to produce tonics and
lotions. Campaigners say this has increased demand
for the products and provoked the poaching of
thousands of wild tigers, whose global population is
now down to just 3,500.

China is expected to come under pressure at this
week’s Johannesburg conference of nations who have
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signed the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species (Cites). The Guardian has found
that Chinese delegates have tried to obstruct debate at
the conference by rewriting a critical report and
questioning the wording of a key decision.

The Chinese say their domestic market is nobody
else’s business since Cites covers only international
trade. They also point out that by breeding 6,000 tigers
in captivity they have significantly increased the
population of the species, and question why western
countries should be allowed to breed cattle and pigs
for their own markets if they are to be criticised for
doing so with tigers.

The argument gets to the heart of the debate about
whether endangered species have an inherent right to
exist in their own habitat, or should be allowed to
survive only if they have some commercial value — “if
it pays, it stays”. Some poorer nations are pushing
hard for a legal right to kill and trade the parts of
elephants, rhinos and tigers.

China’s State Council introduced its tiger breeding ban
in May 1993 under intense pressure, with the Clinton
administration in the US and Cites separately
threatening trade sanctions. They closed down 200
factories that had been producing wine from marinated
tiger bones. Chinese delegates told a subsequent
Cites meeting that it had “banned all internal trade in
tiger parts.”

Yet, four months later, China’s State Forestry
Administration (SFA), which was responsible for
enforcing the ban, approved the opening of the first
tiger farm and even invested hundreds of thousands of
dollars in its operation before going on to open up a
network of similar farms, now estimated by NGOs to
number 200.

John Sellar, then a law enforcement officer for Cites,
later found that almost every part of the tiger’s body
was being linked to some spurious medical benefit: the
whiskers to deal with toothache; the eyeballs for
malaria and epilepsy; the brain to cure laziness; the
nose for childhood convulsions; the fat for
haemorrhoids; the collar bone for good luck; the penis
for sexual energy; the tail for skin cancer; the feet
placed outside a house to frighten bad spirits. And,
beyond traditional medicine, the skin had become a
prestigious wall hanging for China’s new, wealthy elite.

In 2003, China marked the tenth anniversary of the ban
by introducing a new sticker system for licensed animal
products that were authorised for sale. A decade later,
the Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA)
discovered that, having opened the farms, the SFA had
been quietly issuing licences for the sale of skins from
the tigers that were bred there. The SFA claimed that

the skins were only sold to museums and universities
for scientific purposes, but the EIA found at least half
ended up in the plush apartments of China’s elite.

Facing exposure, the Chinese disclosed that the
wording of the State Council’s 1993 ban had been
much narrower than its public statements had
suggested, and that it applied only to trade in products
produced from tiger bones, primarily wine. But, as
animal rights campaigners dug deeper, it soon became
clear that the SFA were also licensing the sale of tiger
bone products. And the profits were huge. The wildlife-
tracking NGO Traffic found tiger bone wine selling at
$257 for 500ml, while another group, the International
Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW), found one farm alone
had a cellar full of vats containing 1.2 million litres,
worth an estimated $617m. Wine from marinated tiger
penis was even more expensive, at $490 per 500ml.
Meat was being sold at $100 a dish; teeth at $660
each; and whole skins for up to $22,000.

Inspired by China’s behaviour, Thailand, Vietnam and
Laos also opened tiger farms, some of which were
suspected to be not only breeding animals for body
parts but also “laundering” wild tigers that had been
captured. Wild tigers are close to extinction in Vietnam
and possibly already extinct in Laos. China is believed
to have only 50.

The issue came to a head in June 2007 at a
conference at The Hague. Cites formally made a
collective decision — numbered 14.69 — to go beyond
its international remit, stating baldly that “tigers should
not be bred for trade in their parts” and calling for all
tiger farms to cut back their stock to the minimum
needed for conservation of the species. Chinese
delegates protested loudly that 14.69 was an intrusion
in their domestic affairs, argued with the wording and
formally noted their objection.

Meanwhile, staff at the Beijing office of IFAW, which
had been particularly vocal, became aware of men
ostentatiously following them in the street, and the
director’s driver reported that some of the men had
approached him and asked for detailed reports on the
director’s activity.

Minutes from Cites meetings show that since 14.69
was adopted, China has repeatedly quarrelled with its
wording; claimed that the decision was not made by
consensus; and consistently failed to produce
information demanded by Cites about its tiger farms.
When 13 heads of government met for the Global Tiger
Initiative in St Petersburg in November 2010, the then
Chinese premier, Wen Jiabao, called for an end to the
tiger trade, yet his delegates joined with those from
Thailand, Vietnam and Laos to ensure that the
meeting’s final declaration was worded to allow their
farms to continue trading.
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The effect has been devastating. An analysis by the
EIA found that in the 12 years from 2000, law
enforcement agencies seized 1,031 tiger carcasses or
skins - 90% of which were en route to China. Working
on the standard police estimate that just 10% of illicit
trade is seized, then somewhere in the region of 
10,000 tigers were killed primarily for China’s
consumers in this period.

In the buildup to this month’s Cites conference in
Johannesburg — and in spite of its track record —
China took over the chairmanship of the working 
group on big cats, and used its position to water down
the findings of a report that Cites had commissioned
from the International Union for Conservation of 
Nature (IUCN).

The report, seen by the Guardian, embarrassed China
by finding that they had “systematically exercised
internal trading privileges for companies dealing in big
cat skins and derivatives, produced mainly from
captive breeding”. But the Chinese draft stated: “It
appears that significant progress has been made by
some parties in implementing legislative and regulatory
measures to restrict trade in Asian big cat specimens.”

While the IUCN had called for urgent action to deal
with “the growing use of tiger parts and derivatives as
luxury items”, the Chinese draft reported that “the
evidences and informations are not enough to

demonstrate the growing use of parts and derivatives
of Asian big cats as luxury items.”

The IUCN report noted that there was no evidence of
China having restricted the sale of tiger products to
scientific and educational outlets, as they had 
always claimed; that NGOs had found tiger wine on
sale; and that there was some evidence that stockpiles
of tiger bone were leaking on to the market. In spite of
this and the work of other NGOs, the Chinese draft
claimed there had been “no systematic and
comprehensive investigation”.

Chinese delegates went on to claim that there had
never been a consensus to pass 14.69 in 2007; that
there was doubt about the definitions of “trade” and
“internal trade”; and that Cites had merely “urged”, not
“ordered”, Chinato destroy its stockpiles of tiger bone.

This was poorly received by other members of the 
big cats working group, and an alliance of the US, the
UK and India succeeded in rewriting the draft. The
argument is expected to continue in Johannesburg 
this week.

Meanwhile, in Harbin, north-east China, one of the
biggest tiger farms has found a new loophole in the
law by cross-breeding tigers with lions. The Chinese
say that the sale of “liger” bones is not covered by the
1993 ban.
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THREE NATIONAL PARKS STILL ON ‘WORLD
HERITAGE IN DANGER’ LIST
THE JAKARTA POST, Jakarta
Thu, October 27, 2016 | 07:38 pm

The government continues its efforts to remove three
Sumatran national parks from UNESCO’s World
Heritage in Danger list. 

Environment and Forestry Ministry conservation areas
director HeriSubagiadi said there were seven main
criteria that had to be satisfied before the parks could
be removed from the list, including key species
population trends, road development, mining, law
enforcement and landscape management.

The three parks are Mount Leuser National Park in
Aceh and North Sumatra provinces, KerinciSeblat
National Park in West Sumatra, Jambi, Bengkulu and
South Sumatra, and Bukit Barisan Selatan National
Park in Lampung and Bengkulu provinces.

Heri said the government had so far closed small
illegal mines and oil palm plantations in the park 
areas, conducted integrated patrols and monitored 
the spread of key species. “Among the results 
are a decreasing number of hunts, investigations 
into criminal cases related to national parks 
and an increasing population of Sumatran tigers,” 
he said as quoted by Antara news agency 
on Wednesday.
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All three parks are part of the Tropical Rainforest
Heritage of Sumatra, which covers an area of more
than 2.5 million hectares and is one of the largest
conservation areas in Southeast Asia. Since being
included on the World Heritage in Danger list in 2011,
the government and UNESCO’s world heritage
committee have collaborated on conservation efforts in
the form of a five-year action plan.

According to UNESCO, Sumatran tropical rainforests
are home to 10,000 plant, 201 mammal and 580 bird
species. They also serve as a habitat for mammals that
needed a large exploration space, such as Sumatran
tigers, orangutans, elephants and rhinos.

The three national parks were declared by UNESCO as
World Heritage Sites in 2004. (mra/kes)

PROTECTING TIGER HABITATS: CHALLENGES,
OPPORTUNITIES
Reidinar Juliane, AriefWijaya and Satrio A. Wicaksono
World Resources Institute Indonesia, Jakarta
Mon, June 13, 2016 | 10:50 am

The tiger is not only a charismatic example of
megafauna, but also an umbrella species. As a
predator at the top of the food chain, tigers maintain

the balance between herbivores and the vegetation
upon which they feed. Thus, by protecting and
conserving tigers, we also help preserve biodiversity
and a whole suite of ecological processes within their
habitat. 

Tigers are mostly solitary, which is why they need a
large territory to survive. Unfortunately, habitat loss,
along with poaching, has significantly brought down
tiger populations. According to the World Wildlife Fund,
the world has lost 97 percent of wild tigers in just over
a century and less than 3,500 tigers remain in the wild
today.

There are currently 13 tiger-range countries in the
world, including Indonesia with six priority Tiger
Conservation Landscapes (TCLs) in Sumatra, i.e.
protected areas to conserve tigers: Ulumasen-Leuser,
Kampar-Kerumutan, Bukit Tigapuluh, KerinciSeblat,
Bukit Balai Rejang Selatan and Bukit Barisan Selatan. 

In addition to the Sumatran tiger, Indonesia used to be
home to Bali and Javan tigers, but they became extinct
in the 1960s due to rampant poaching and abuse. A
2010 study by the Smithsonian Institution estimated
that there are no more than 400 tigers in Sumatra. With
only a few tigers remaining in Sumatra, TCLs have
become more important than ever. 
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A recent joint study by researchers from the University
of Minnesota, RESOLVE, Stanford University, the
Smithsonian, the University of Maryland and the World
Resources Institute revealed that saving tigers from
extinction is within reach as long as their remaining
landscapes are effectively monitored and protected.
The study suggests that less than 8 percent of all 76
TCLs (nearly 79,600 square kilometers) was lost from
2001-2014, which was less than anticipated given that
tiger habitats generally span fast-growing developing
economies.

Other encouraging news is that the Khata corridor in
the Terai Arc Landscape, Nepal, connecting Nepal’s
Bardia National Park and India’s Katerniaghat Tiger
Reserve, gained tree cover over 2.7 percent of its area
in the last 14 years, which has likely resulted in an
increase of 32 tigers between 2009 and 2013 in Bardia.
Nepal and India in general also experienced 61 and 31
percent increases in tiger populations from 2001-2014
thanks to community-driven forestry programs and
antipoaching efforts. 

Unfortunately, their findings for Southeast Asia were not
as rosy as those for Nepal and India. The vast majority
( 98 percent) of tiger forest habitat loss occurred within
just 10 TCLs in Indonesia and Malaysia. Indeed, our
analysis based on the Global Forest database revealed
that the six priority TCLs in Indonesia have lost 12.5
percent of their forests in the past 14 years. Kampar-
Kerumutan experienced the highest tree cover loss of
3,389.5 sqkm ( 34 percent of its total area), followed by
Bukit Tigapuluh with almost 3,000 sqkm tree cover loss

( 42 percent) and KerinciSeblat with 2,361.60 sqkm tree
cover loss ( 8.35 percent). 

However, Bukit Balai Rejang Selatan, Bukit Barisan
Selatan and Leuser experienced less than 270 sqkm
(less than 9 percent) tree cover loss, with Leuser only
experiencing tree cover loss of 0.09 percent of its total
area, suggesting that these landscapes are relatively
intact and there is still hope for protecting Sumatran
tigers’ remaining habitats.

Our analysis also revealed that more than 12,000 sqkm
of oil palm and timber concessions overlap with 16
percent of the six priority TCLs in Sumatra, strongly
suggesting that the conversion of natural forest to
plantations for agricultural commodities has become a
major driver of tiger habitat loss in Indonesia. 

Somewhat unsurprisingly, the three TCLs that recorded
the highest tree cover loss also recorded major
overlaps with oil palm and timber concessions. These
concessions overlap with 48 percent of Kampar
Kerumutan’s landscape, 42 percent of Bukit
Tigapuluh’s and 13.5 percent of KerinciSeblat’s. 

We cannot afford to lose more Sumatran tigers. Many
have suggested that habitat loss, poaching of tigers’
prey and tiger poaching are three major threats to tiger
populations in Sumatra. Our analysis highlighted the
threats posed by oil palm and timber plantations to
defined TCLs in Indonesia, most of which have been
designated as national parks or wildlife reserves.
Therefore, merely turning tiger habitats into
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conservation areas is not enough. Collaborative efforts
are needed to ensure that habitats for one of the most
iconic species are protected and restored.

To protect existing Sumatran tiger habitats, continuous
monitoring is needed. Satellite-driven data to monitor
near real-time forest change via Global Forest Watch
will be useful to preempt further efforts to encroach
upon or convert TCLs for other land uses. 

The involvement of locals both to protect habitat loss
and to combat illegal tiger poaching is crucial. 

The government should integrate the management of
TCLs with the land-use plans of surrounding regions,
including in addressing the challenges associated with
human population growth. Finally, restoring degraded
or deforested areas within TCLs will be critical. The
lesson from Nepal, which succeeded in increasing its
number of tigers by protecting and expanding tree
cover in its TCLs, provides us with a glimpse of hope.

SAVING THE REMAINING SUMATRAN TIGERS
THURSDAY, 18 AUGUST, 2016 | 13:18 WIB

TEMPO.CO, Jakarta: Indonesia is one of the 13
countries in the world that have tigers living within 
their borders.

India has the largest number of tigers, currently
estimated to be 2,226 in numbers, followed by Russia
(433), Indonesia (371), Malaysia (250), Nepal (198),
Thailand (189), Bangladesh (106) and Bhutan (103),
according to data from the IUCN Red List of
Threatened Species.

In Indonesia, Sumatran tigers (Pantera Tigris Sumatrae)
are the only tigers surviving, as the country has already
lost two sub-species of tigers to extinction, namely the
Bali tiger which went extinct in 1937 and the Javan tiger
in the 1970s.

Sumatran tigers, the smallest of all tigers, are currently
a critically endangered species only found on Sumatra
Island, Indonesia’s second largest island.

The tigers are on the brink of extinction because of
deforestation, poaching and conflicts between the wild
animals and local people as their habitats are
shrinking.

The exact number of Sumatran tigers left in the wild 
is uncertain but latest estimates range from under 
300 to possibly 500 in 27 locations, including in the
KerinciSeblat National Park, the TessoNilo Park and the
GunungLeuser National Park.

According to the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), their

numbers have dwindled from about 1,000 in the 1970s.
The biggest threat to conservation is conflict with
humans, according to the 2009 report by the forestry
ministry. On an average, five to 10 Sumatran tigers
have been killed every year since 1998, the report said.

To observe the Global Tigers Day on July 29, 2016, a
public awareness campaign was organized by WWF
Indonesia in Senayan City, Jakarta.

Director of Communications and Advocacy of WWF
Indonesia NyomanIswarayoga said only 371 Sumatran
Tigers are left in the country.

“The number of Sumatran tigers from Aceh to
Lampung region is now only 371, while worldwide,
there are 3,871 such tigers,” he stated.

He pointed out that the Sumatran Tiger remains an
animal in high demand, making it vulnerable to
poaching and illegal wildlife trade.

WWF Indonesia recorded 19 tiger deaths between
2010 and 2014 due to natural mortality, conflict with
humans and poaching.

“If not protected, the Sumatran tiger will be extinct, and
it is estimated that the world will lose this part of the
history of the tiger population in the next five years,” 
he underlined.

For that, WWF came up with the #DoubleTigers
campaign, aimed at inviting the community to support
the efforts to conserve Sumatran Tiger.

Conflict between the wild animals and human beings
are rampant due to encroachment of the tigers habitats
in Sumatra.

Recently, Sumatran Tigers were reportedly seen
wandering around KambangTimurNagari, West
Sumatra Province, recently.

The head of Area III Conservation Section of the
Natural Resource Conservation Agency (BKSDA) of
West Sumatra, Surajiya, said the agency found two
sets of tiger tracks after receiving reports of tiger
sightings from the villagers.

The first track was found near a mushala (small
mosque), while the second one was found at 
farming field.

KambangTimurNagari Village Chief Sondri said the
tigers were suspected to have mauled two dogs
belonging to the villagers in the last one month.

They believed that at least four tigers are wandering
around the village.
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“In the course of one day, four residents reported
having seen a tiger at almost the same time and we
believe there were four tigers,” Sondri said.

The authority has been working to track down 
the tigers to prevent any tiger-human conflict in 
the region.

Previously, in May, a Sumatran Tiger was rescued after
it became entangled in a boar snare in NagariMandeh
Village of West Sumatra.

The front right paw of the tiger was severely wounded
by the snare and the team doctor had to amputate it
on June 1.

The Sumatran tiger population has continued to
decrease due to several factors.

In Jambi Province, for instance, the tiger population
has declined due to deforestation, and also as a result
of rampant poaching in the forest areas, as their
habitats are being increasingly affected, Head of the
Jambi Natural Resources Conservation (BKSDA),
Syahimin, stated.

The population of Sumatran tigers, which have been
included in the list of 25 endangered animal species,

should be increased in line with the medium-term plan
of the BKSDA, Syahimin noted.

“According to the plan, the number of tigers should be
increased by at least three percent of the current
population in the next five years. For instance, if the
current population is one hundred tigers, the number
should be increased by three,” he explained.

The Sumatran tiger, commonly known as the king of
the jungle, gives birth to two or three cubs every year.

“Not all cubs necessarily survive or even reach
adulthood. Occasionally, natural selection comes into
play, and some are also killed by humans,” he pointed
out.

In an effort to protect Sumatran tigers from various
threats and to increase their population, the BKSDA
has made efforts, such as monitoring the population in
their habitats.

“We are monitoring all tigers on a regular basis. More-
over, patrols are being carried out to avoid poaching by
rogue elements, who act irresponsibly,” he explained.

Syahimin noted that the tiger population in Jambi was
estimated to reach about 150.

SOON, NEW TIGER MONITORING PROTOCOL TO
BE IMPLEMENTED
Written by Vivek Deshpande | Mumbai
Published: September 24, 2016 12:55 am

THE National Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA) is
set to implement a new computerised tiger monitoring
protocol in all tiger reserves of the country.

Called Monitoring System for Tiger, Intensive Patrolling
and Ecological Status (MSTrIPES), the protocol is
aimed at providing real-time status of not only the
patrolling efforts of the Forest Department staff but also
the ecological status of the forest, as the name
suggests.

“A training programme for Tamil Nadu, Kerala and

Karnataka forest staff was conducted at Bandipur Tiger
Reserve from August 29 to September 2. Training
session for Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and
Maharashtra will be held at Kanha in November-
December,” Inspector General of Forest (Central
region), NTCA, Debrata Swain told The Indian Express.

Subsequent training for Telangana, Chhattisgarh,
Odisha, Andhra Pradesh and Jharkhand will be held in
Simplipal Tiger Reserve in Odisha in December-
January.The protocol has been developed by Wildlife
Institute of India (WII) under the leadership of senior
scientist Y V Jhala as per NTCA guidelines.

“It comprises a GPS-guided programme, integrated
with a mobile app. The patrolling staff would daily
download the information collected at the master
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computer in the Range Forest Officer’s office,” said
Swain.

The information would be about the condition of the
forest being patrolled by the staff, water bodies, tigers
and other animal sightings and signs of encroachment,
man-animal conflict, illicit felling etc. “This will not only
ensure that the staff is actually patrolling their
designated areas but will also provide the ecological
status of the forest on real-time basis. We will also 
have photographic evidence of all the data collected,”
said Swain.

“This will take care of all the problems associated with
the current system of registering some basic data on a
piece of paper by the patrolling staff. This paper-based
data often takes 15-30 days to be uploaded on the
computers and thus hampers quick decision-making
necessary in tiger monitoring,” said Swain.

MSTrIPES is to be implemented in 17 central Indian
tiger reserves in the current financial year, according to
Swain. “It will be implemented in both the core and
buffer areas of the reserves,” he said.

The states may adopt the programme even for non-
protected forests that have good wildlife presence,
according to Swain. “The forest sandwich between Bor,
Navegaon-Nagzira, Pench and TadobaAndhari Tiger
Reserves and Umred-Karhandla Sanctuary has more
than 50 tigers, the highest number for such areas
anywhere in the country. Hence, the MSTrIPES-like
programme will be helpful for such areas,” he said.

ON INTERNATIONAL TIGER DAY, HOPE FLOATS
FOR THE BEAUTIFUL BEAST
Jaspreet Sahni | News18.com 
First published: July 29, 2016, 4:17 PM IST |

NEW DELHI: Jai is the most famous tiger living in
India’s wild but over the past few months, tourists
coming to Umred-Karhandla Wildlife Sanctuary have
returned home disappointed. Jai was nowhere to be
seen. The authorities immediately sprung into action. A
massive search operation was launched; and a day
ahead of International Tiger Day on July 29, i.e., today,
Jai was found to have successfully relocated himself to
the neighbouring Pauni region.

The purpose of casting Jai as the central figure here
was not to highlight his popularity but to bring the
spotlight on the humongous chain of efforts India has
put in to save the beautiful beast ever since the launch
of Project Tiger in 1973.

The Project Tiger, administered by the National Tiger
Conservation Authority of India (NTCA), and various
associations working towards the common goal of

‘Save the Tiger’ have contributed massively to not 
just conserve the big cat’s population but also make
India the country with largest population of tigers 
in the world.

Of the estimated 3890 tigers in the wild globally, India
alone has 2226 in its forests.

The target is to double the world figures by the year
2022 - a pledge taken by all the stakeholders involved
in saving the critically endangered species; and this
goal has been named ‘Tx2’.

WHAT’S IT THAT INDIA IS DOING RIGHT?
“If the tiger can survive, it’s in India.” That’s what
Dr.YadvendradevJhala, the eminent wildlife scientist
and one of the champions of 2014 tiger estimation, told
the author sometime back. And he explained why.

“We have the largest global population of tigers, close
to about 60 per cent of wild tigers survive in India. The
people’s attitude towards conservation is far better in
India than anywhere else in the world. We are very
tolerant people. The tiger is an icon of our culture, our
religion; and it’s the biodiversity umbrella for the
conservation of our forest. The government has done a
lot to protect it, has declared tiger reserves,” he said.

His optimism has its basis in the improved method of
counting tigers, which has been devised by Dr.Jhala
himself and his colleague at the Wildlife Institute of
India, Dr. Qamar Qureshi. They shifted from the
rudimentary method of pugmark sightings and
developed scientific methodology of estimating 
tigers, which has now been implemented across
500,000 sq km of forest across India. It involves
installing camera traps and then analysing stripe
patterns on the inventory of pictures, apart from 
DNA testing through tiger droppings from regions
where cameras can’t be installed.

Dr. Jhala also explained what can boost tiger
population is measures to improve and enhance 
its habitat.

“The best thing which has happened for tiger
conservation is to make inviolate space for tigers, the
core areas of tiger reserves by voluntary, incentive-
driven re-settlement of villages from inside tiger
reserves. And I think that has given renewed hope to
tigers,” he said.

“Where we need to go from now is to secure
connectivity between these tiger reserves. Most of our
tiger reserves are actually too small for long-term
conservation unless they are connected and tigers can
move between reserves. These are the corridors. So
that’s where we need to focus our attention and scale
landscape conservation.”
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THE COUNTER QUESTION
Some of the wildlife experts believe that because
different countries use different methods for tiger
estimation, the figures can’t be relied upon. It’s also
because some nations still use outdated methods to
count their tigers. The final estimate, according to
many scientists, thus can’t be trusted.

Where those claims find ground is that tiger habitat in
India may have actually shrunken, not grown, thanks to
the massive government-authorised development drive
through wildlife corridors, where forests have been
eaten up to make way for projects such as national
highways, etc.

On that note, Dr. Jhala’s suggestion to connect tiger
reserves hardly finds any takers among the decision-
makers holding top government posts.

Governments have also been struggling to bring an
end to poaching, with demands of tiger parts in
countries like China continuing. The human-wildlife
conflict is another area where education and relocation
drives need to be scaled up.

IN TIGERS LIKE ‘JAI’, HOPE FLOATS
Tigers changing or extending their territories is an
encouraging sign and reason to believe that continued
conservation efforts and enhancement of tiger habitat
will make ‘Tx2 by 2022’ a realistic target.

ENVIRONMENTALISTS WELCOME UTTARAKHAND
HC ORDER BANNING KILLING OF BIG CATS
Vishwa Mohan| TNN | 
Dec 20, 2016, 11.27 PM IST

NEW DELHI: Conservationists on Tuesday welcomed
the Uttarakhand High Court order of banning killing of
tigers, leopards and panthers or declaring the big cats
‘man-eaters’, but said it was only a temporary measure
in favour of wildlife without addressing a bigger
problem of man-animal conflicts in India.

They also demanded adoption of the national wildlife
action plan (2017-31) which enlisted a number of
measures to be taken to deal with the problem of man-
animal conflicts that saw killing of over 1300 people by

tigers and elephants in different parts of the country in
the past three years.

The environment ministry has already finalised the draft
national wildlife action plan in consultation with wildlife
conservationists and other stakeholders, but it has so
far not formally adopted it.

“Government must enhance its efforts for solving the
root causes of such conflicts so that human being and
wildlife can live in harmony in future”, said Ajay Kumar
Saxena, programme manager (environmental
governance-forestry) of the Centre for Science and
Environment (CSE).

The Uttarakhand High Court on Monday ordered that
no wild animals in the state, including tigers, leopards,
and panthers, should be killed or declared ‘man-eater’.
It also ordered that the wild animals, posing threats to
human life, must be “captured alive by using a
tranquilliser gun in the presence of a veterinary doctor”
and the captured animal must be released in nearby
forest or kept in a zoo temporarily before being
released in its natural habitat.

Referring to the HC order, Saxena said, “An animal
which can be killed by a gun, can also be captured by
using tranquilliser gun and rehabilitated back to its
natural habitat or kept in a zoo (if it continues to pose
man-eating threat), which will solve the problem without
killing the precious wildlife”.

Calling it a “landmark order”, Vivek Menon of the
Wildlife Trust of India (WTI) said, “I am fully for there
being a moratorium on declaring of man-eaters without
any proof and political interference in such decision
making. It’s also very good that external ‘shikaris’
(hunters), hired by governments, is banned”.

Asked whether the government’s existing policy is in
tune with wildlife conservation, Menon said, “Policies
and laws are, by and large, fine but implementation is
the issue. The national wildlife action plan that a
number of us had drafted has not yet been adopted 
by government.”

Menon also pitched for exploring a longstanding model
of the WTI for Dudhwa which, he said, if followed can
bring ease the conflict.
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“I AM FULLY FOR THERE BEING A MORATORIUM ON DECLARING OF MAN-EATERS 
WITHOUT ANY PROOF AND POLITICAL INTERFERENCE IN SUCH DECISION MAKING.

IT’S ALSO VERY GOOD THAT EXTERNAL ‘SHIKARIS’ (HUNTERS), 
HIRED BY GOVERNMENTS, IS BANNED”
— VIVEK MENON, The Wildlife Trust of India (WTI)
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MALAYAN TIGERS NEED MORE PROTECTION
20 SEPTEMBER 2016 @ 11:06 AM 

As the country prepared to celebrate 59 years of
independence at the end of August, enforcement
officers from the Wildlife and National Parks
Department executed a series of raidsthat turned up
over a dozen tiger parts. Five raids in five days, with 12
suspects nabbed and the skins, bones, teeth and
claws of tigers seized, is a tremendous effort which the
MalaysianConservation Alliance for Tigers applauds. As
empowering as this enforcement success is,
thediscovery of so many tiger parts in four of the five
premises raided in Kuala Lumpur and Selangorpaints a
very troubling picture. 

It tells us that poachers are still plundering the jungles
to feed theillegal trade. Traffickers are buying and
selling parts of protected animals with little fear of the
lawand there is still a sizeable demand for Malaysia’s
last 300 critically endangered wild tigers. That the
biggest haul of tiger parts in this series of raids has
come from seven Vietnamese nationalsgoes to show
that as wild tiger populations dwindle elsewhere, the
threat to and demand forMalaysia’s cats will only grow. 

There must be more that we can do to better protect
our nationalicon. This belief, and the loss of six wild
tigers — three to poachers and a fourth, pregnant
withtwo cubs, killed on a highway — while we were
barely into the first quarter of 2016, drove MYCATto
launch its petition for “No More Dead Tigers”. The

petition’s biggest demand is for the deterrentpenalty for
illegal tiger possession under the Wildlife Conservation
Act 2010 to be put to full use and maximum penalties
be handed down to criminals involved in reducing our
tiger population.We have not seen this happen so far.
As the legal cases arising from this most recent series
of seizures, as well as those earlier in the year, appear
before the courts, we are presented with yetmore
opportunities to send a severe warning to all poachers,
local and foreign. What is the point of maximum fines
of RM500,000 and a jail term of up to five years if they
aren’t used to scarepoachers and traffickers out of this
shadowy business? What are we saying to poachers
and traffickers with just a slap on the wrist? Look,
Malaysia is the easiest place in the world to poach
tigers? 

Tremendous effort, time and resources, not to mention
risks, have been invested ininvestigations, intelligence
gathering and case preparation to fight wildlife trade,
for the identification and to dismantle criminal
networks, and to better protect this national icon and
their habitats. This effort should not be undermined,
dissolving hope when minimum sentences arehanded
down. Malayan Tigers could do with more hope, more
justice, and being Malaysian, should enjoy freedom in
its only home, freed from the tyranny of poachers,
traffickers and tiger part consumers. Tina Salleh,
Communications Officer MYCAT Secretariat’s Office
MalaysianConservation Alliance for Tigers

Read MMore: hhttp://www.nst.com.my/news/
2016/09/174544/malayan-ttigers-nneed-mmore-pprotection
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MALAYSIAN TIGERS BECOMING EXTINCT,
MINISTER CALLS FOR GREATER PUBLIC
AWARENESS
By Bernama
29 JULY 2016 @ 8:05 PM

PUTRAJAYA: Only about 240 to 350 tigers are still
living in the main habitats in Malaysia, according to a
survey conducted by the Department of Wildlife and
National Parks (PERHILITAN). Natural Resources and
Environment Minister Datuk Seri Dr Wan Junaidi Tuanku
Jaafar said the survey was conducted from 2010 till
2013 in the Endau Rompin and BelumTemenggor
National Parks. He said there must be greater public
awareness about theefforts to conserve tigers in this
country, especially among youths. “The perception of
the older generation about the benefits and medicinal
values of tiger body parts must be eliminated and there
must be greater awareness of conservation issues
concerning wildlife, especially tigers,” he said in a
statement here today. 

Wan Junaidi said the government had also renewed its
commitment in the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals which aimed to combat and end
illegal hunting and smuggling of wildlife. As a
commitment to increasing the number of wild tigers, he
said the government had introduced the National Tiger
Conservation Action Plan 2008-2020. He added that
among the strategies which have been identified
included habitatand species protection, research and
conflict management. 

“The government has also allocated RM18.7 million for
the 1st National Tiger Survey which covers tiger
habitats in Central Forest Spine (CFS) jungles,” he
said. Wan Junaidi also said the government would
continue with its commitment in taking steps to combat
crimes involving cross-border wildlife crimes with
collaborations between national and international
agencies. Each year, July 29 is the date for the
celebration of the International Tiger Day which is
aimed at fostering awareness of tiger conservation
throughout the world The annual event was announced
in 2010 through an agreement between 13 “tiger range
states” at the Global Tiger Summit in St Petersburg,
Russia. 

This year, the theme for the World Tiger Day is “Giving
Wild Tigers a Future”, which mirrors the need for every
level of society to play a part in ensuring that wild tigers
flourish in their natural habitat and stop their extinction.
BERNAMA 282 reads Only about 240 to 350 tigers are
still living in the main habitats in Malaysia, according to
a survey conducted by the Department of Wildlife and
National Parks (PERHILITAN). 

Natural Resources and Environment Minister Datuk Seri
Dr Wan JunaidiTuankuJaafar said the survey was

conducted from 2010 till 2013 in the Endau Rompin
and BelumTemenggor National Parks. BernamaPhotot

Read MMore :: hhttp://www.nst.com.my/news/
2016/07/161636/malaysian-ttigers-bbecoming-eextinct-

minister-ccalls-ggreater-ppublic-aawareness

WILDLIFE DEPT NABS FIVE TRAFFICKERS IN
THREE- STATE OPS.
The star
21 Oct. 2016

PUTRAJAYA: Five wildlife traffickers were caught and
32 rare animals, including a tiger cub, bear cat and
dwarf caiman, were rescued by the Wildlife and
National Parks Department (Perhilitan). The nearly 20
species of animals recovered in the operation were
worth about RM500,000, among them a leopard cat,
mouse-deer, turtle, four baby monkeys, bird and
squirrels. Natural Resources and Environment Minister
Datuk Seri Dr Wan Junaidi Tuanku Jaafar said the
operation was carried out on Wednesday following
checks on sales of wildlife through the internet and via
social media.

He said that among the animals rescued were
threatened species. “Their numbers in the wild are
small and they are almost extinct. Take the tiger for
example, there are only 250 to 300 left while bearcat
and squirrels are hard to find”. 

The operation was carried in Kedah, Kelantan and
Selangor. Two pet shops and private premises were
raided. Dr Wan Junaidi said Perhilitan will decide what
to do with the animals and their DNA was tested.

The five traffickers, believed part of a criminal network
smuggling wildlife obtained from communities living
near forests, were being investigated under the Wildlife
Conservation Act 2010.

On the same day of the operation, Perhilitan also
arrested an Indian national suspected of smuggling
part of an animal, believed to be a tiger.

The man was remanded to help in an investigation into
the importing of parts of a protected animal without a
permit.

The Government will not hesitate to take stern action
against those engaged in such criminal activities, said
Dr Wan Junaidi.

He urged the public to be eyes and ears of Perlihitan,
and to inform the department of any illegal activities.
The Minister added that Perlihitan had in previous
operations caught 59 individuals in total for illegally
trapping and keeping wild animals.
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REVISING THE NATIONAL TIGER ACTION PLAN
FOR MYANMAR

The Nature and Wildlife Conservation Division (NWCD)
of the Forest Department, Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environmental Conservation
(MONREC) and representatives from World Wide Fund
for Nature (WWF-Myanmar), Fauna and Flora
International (FFI Myanmar) and Wildlife Conservation
Society (WCS Myanmar Program) held a meeting on
revising the National Tiger Action Plan (NTAP) at Forest
Department Office, Nay Pyi Taw on September 30,
2016, with the following agreed outcomes:

1. NWCD agrees on the need for a revised NTAP and
the general process proposed.

2. WWF has committed staff time and resources to
coordinate the overall process, in collaboration with
WCS, FFI, and other NGOs.

3. The NTAP period should be five years, with annual
reviews.

The following overview of the next steps for NTAP
revision are as follows:

AIM: A framework for successful long-term tiger
conservation in Myanmar is developed and approved
by all stakeholders within an inclusive 2017-2022
National Tiger Action Plan.

OBJECTIVES:
1. Review post-2003 tiger records and tiger survey

efforts across Myanmar to update current tiger
status and distribution, and identify priority
locations for future survey, monitoring, and
protection efforts;

2. Identify priorities, commitments, funding needs, and
potential funding sources through stakeholder
consultations

3. Develop an updated multi-agency 2017-2022
Myanmar National Tiger Action Plan. 

Specific Activities and Outputs for each Objective:
OBJECTIVE 1: Review and update tiger status and
distribution

ACTIVITY 1.1 Undertake review of post-2003 Myanmar
tiger and tiger prey records in published reports and
conduct interviews with key stakeholders on tiger
status - by end of April 2017

\ANTICIPATED OUTPUT: Report on tiger status and
research efforts from 2003-2016 based on a
compilation of up-to-date tiger and tiger prey records
from the priority tiger landscapes

OBJECTIVE 2: Identify priorities, commitments,
funding needs, and potential funding sources through
stakeholder consultations

ACTIVITY 2.1 Conduct two regional workshops (one in
the Hukaung-Htamanthi Tiger Landscape of Myanmar
and one in the Southern (Tanintharyi-Mon-Kayin) Tiger
Landscape of Myanmar) with stakeholders to review
current tiger status, priority locations and identify critical
actions required for tiger restoration, and include
introduction of CATS (Conservation Assured Tiger
Standards) — by May/ early June

ANTICIPATED OUTPUT: Detailed draft plan of priority
actions for the priority landscapes 

ACTIVITY 2.2 Conduct a national workshop with
stakeholders to identify priority actions, commitments,
funding required for tiger recovery, and to identify
potential funding sources — by end July

Anticipated output: Consolidated draft plan of actions
at the national and landscape level, with identified roles
and responsibilities of the implementation partners, i.e.
FD, WWF, WCS, FFI and other NGOs and partners

OBJECTIVE 3: Finalise 2017-2022 Myanmar National
Tiger Action Plan 

ACTIVITY 3.1 Compile all national and regional inputs
into a draft NTAP for review and convene second
national workshop to finalise and agree actions — by
early September

ANTICIPATED OUTPUT: Draft revised NTAP prepared,
shared, and discussed between key stakeholders

ACTIVITY 3.2 Complete an updated 2017-2022
National Tiger Action Plan, for approval by MONREC —
by end December

ANTICIPATED OUTPUT: Updated, revised NTAP for
2017-2022 (possible launch at an international
conservation event such as GTRP, CBD etc.)
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TIGER CONSERVATION PLAN MADE PUBLIC
Published: July 30, 2016 6:00 am On: Kathmandu
Kathmandu, July 29

The government has announced a five-year tiger
conservation action plan (2016-2020) with a vision to
increase the tiger population to 250 by 2022.

The 2013 census had put the tiger population at 198.
The Department of National Parks and Wildlife
Conservation made public the action plan coinciding
with the Global Tiger Day, 2016 being marked today.

According to the action plan, the DoNPWC will be
tasked with looking after the tigers in national parks
and wildlife reserves, while the Department of Forest
will conserve the endangered big cats wandering in the
forested areas and community forests.

The engagement of DoF and district forest offices is
expected to give a boost to conservation of tigers and
their habitat. The idea of giving a participatory role to
the DoF comes in the wake of growth in tiger
population and rise in poaching activities in community
and government-managed forests.

The action plan has estimated the annual cost of tiger
conservation programme at up to Rs 300 million. The
cost also involves technology development,
construction of physical infrastructure and capacity
development for scientific research.

The action plan was developed in consultation with
WWF Nepal, National Trust for Nature Conservation,
Zoological Society of London, experts and other
stakeholders. Earlier, the government had been
working on conservation of tiger, its prey species and
habitat under the National Tiger Recovery Programme
(2015-2015). The programme was aimed at fulfilling
Nepal’s commitment to doubling the tiger population
by 2022.

In 2009, Nepal had signed ‘St Petersburg Declaration
on Tiger Conservation’ to express commitment to
double the number of wild tigers from 121 to 250 by
2022. In 2013, tiger population in Nepal stood at 198, a

remarkable achievement from 2010 when the number
of wild cats was only 121.

The action plan will focus on expanding tiger habitat
and grasslands for prey species, reducing human-
wildlife conflict and strengthening Nepal Police and
customs department, while managing wetlands and
controlling poaching and illegal trade of animal parts. It
has also placed emphasis on local people’s role in
tiger conservation.

As there is frequent movement of tigers to and from
Nepal and India, the government plans to carry out
tiger census in national parks and protected areas of
the two neighbouring countries simultaneously in 2018
by using the same technology to make the tiger
statistics reliable and scientific.

Authorities of both sides have informed that there had
been poaching of at least 14 tigers in national parks
and protected areas of Nepal and India during the
period of January 2015-February 2016.

BENGAL TIGER POPULATION ON RISE IN
SHUKLAPHANTA
Published: July 30, 2016 2:34 pm 
The Himalayan Times

KANCHANPUR: Number of the world’s rare wildlife,
Bengal tiger, has increased at the Shuklaphanta
Wildlife Reserve.

The rise in the population of Bengal tigers in the
Reserve over the past few years has been attributed to
the availability of adequate food, shelter and establish-
ment and mobilisation of counter-poaching units.

Shuklaphanta Conservation Programme Officer of
National Nature Conservation Trust, Anil Prasain, said
that the preservation of dense forest as its habitat in
and around the Reserve has significantly contributed to
conservation of tigers.

He further shared that a team of more than 20
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technical enumerators counted 15 adult Bengal tigers
including six females in the Reserve recently.

The two-month census was carried out from mid -
January to mid -February, he added.

"Compared to the previous year, the number of cubs
also increased this year,” Conservation Officer Prasain
added.

According to the National Park and Wildlife
Conservation Act 2029, the Bengal tiger is classified as
one of the conserved wildlife in the Annex 1.

The Reserve stretching over 305 square km is the main
habitat of Bengal tigers in Nepal.

DNPWC LAUNCHES TIGER CENSUS
Published: December 09, 2016 10:34 am 
HIMALAYAN NEWS SERVICE

KATHMANDU: The Department of National Parks 

and Wildlife Conservation (DNPWC) has launched a
census of tiger population in two national parks and a
wildlife reserve.

The Department is starting the count of tiger population
in Bardiya National Park, Banke National Park 
and Shuklaphanta Wildlife Reserve as part of its 
annual programme.

The Department’s Assistant Ecologist Rishi Ranabhat
said the annual official count is being carried out in
order to check if the tiger population has been
declining. He added that the census would help bring
out a clear picture of the tigers’ situation.

DNPWC holds the census of tiger population in
national parks and wildlife reserves every year and this
count is being undertaken under this programme,
Ranabhat shared.

The Department will hold official counts of tiger
population in other national parks and wildlife reserves
soon. The national census held in 2013 had counted
the tiger population in Nepal at 198.
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TIGER CUB FOUND PROWLING THE STREETS OF
VLADIVOSTOK
October 21, 2016 GAZETA.RU

Specialists in Vladivostok have captured a young 
tiger roaming the streets of the city. Residents 
reported the wild cat to authorities, Interfax reports, 
and wildlife protection officers went to the location and
caught the animal.

“This young tiger is about 265 lbs., aged approximately
one to one-and-a-half years,” said Sergei Aramilev,
director of the Far Eastern branch of the Amur Tiger
Center.

He recounted that the animal was taken to a

rehabilitation center, where experts will evaluate his
condition. Aramilev also said there was hope that the
creature could be released back into the wild.

Yesterday, it was reported that the Vladivostok police
were checking information from eyewitnesses who had
purportedly seen the tiger. The police received two
reports at once from people saying they had seen a
tiger walking through a residential neighbourhood.

Environmentalists think the tiger could be the same one
spotted in early October in Artem, about 24 miles from
Vladivostok. At that time, the tiger was caught on video
by a driver's dashcam, but wildlife protection officers
were not able to find the animal when they arrived at
the location.
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GETTING TO THE TRUTH BEHIND THAILAND’S
INFAMOUS TIGER TEMPLE
Charlie Campbell / Kanchanaburi
Aug 29, 2016

It was a special sort of gruesome. Forty dead tiger
cubs that had been found in a freezer at one of the
world’s most famous tiger reserves were laid out before
the world’s press, flies swarming their now slowly
decomposing frames.

More than 500 officers from Thailand’s Department of
National Parks (DNP) swooped on the Tiger Temple, in
the town of Kanchanaburi, a couple of hours’ drive
west of Bangkok, on May 30, following years of
allegations of illegal breeding and trafficking in the
endangered cats

The temple’s abbot has vigorously denied any
impropriety. But a total of 147 live tigers were
confiscated. Besides the thawed carcasses of the 40
dead cubs, there were 20 more found, kept in jars of
formaldehyde. Two adult tiger pelts were also found,
along with the body of a bear and around 1,500 tiger
skin amulets, plus other trinkets apparently made of
tiger teeth.

“They give these to people who donate money,” DNP
deputy director AdisornNoochdumrong tells TIME.

No longer. Shortly after the raid, the Tiger Temple was
shut down.

It had always controversial. Founded in 1992, Wat
PhaLuang Ta Bua Yanasampanno, as it was officially
known, received its first cub in 1999. Buddhist temples
have traditionally been places to take injured and
abandoned animals. But Kanchanaburi became
famous because it was the only place where visitors
could see orange-robed monks and big cats living
together in what appeared to be harmony.

Of course, the truth was rather more nuanced. The
Tiger Temple was essentially a theme park, sprawling
over 60 acres, with Tiger Island occupying 5 acres in
the middle. Hundreds of deer, boar and cows roamed
the outer scrub, along with gangs of civet cats, ponies
and peafowl. The tigers were mostly confined to
individual concrete cells, although they had the run of
larger enclosures on a rotating basis. Every afternoon,

a few were led on chain leashes to “the Canyon” — an
artificial habitat complete with rocky cliff face and pond
— for pictures with tourists.

“For us it was catch-22,” says Julianne Parker, an
Australian who volunteered at the temple for seven
years. “None of us liked running the Canyon, but at the
same time we needed the tourists to earn money to do
something better for the cats.”

In Thailand, all tigers technically belong to the
government, but private owners are permitted to keep
tigers, and breeding and using them for commercial
purposes is legal with a zoo license. Last month, the
World Animal Protection NGO reported that Thailand’s
tiger-entertainment industry gained eight new venues
over the past five years, with the number of captive
tigers rising from 623 in 2010 to 830 today.

Tiger Temple had a zoo license — but it was only
granted in April of this year, and to the dismay of
critics. Some of the most vocal complaints come from
former volunteers, who claimed that some cubs were
illegally traded, with leaked documents from 2004
allegedly showing a deal between the temple and a
facility in neighboring Laos.

Then, on Christmas Day in 2014, when all the foreign
volunteers were off celebrating, three adult tigers were
stolen from the temple grounds. The logistics of
making off with three, full-grown tigers, from behind
several layers of locked gates, mean an inside job was
almost certain.

“O.K., awful things happened,” says Tanya Erzinclioglu,
who volunteered at the park for six years, over coffee in
Kanchanaburi. “But there was new management and
everything seemed to be moving forward.”

Parker also says that, just before it was shut down, the
Tiger Temple had started to change its stripes. Other
than the three missing tigers, which they cannot
explain, Parker and Erzinclioglu say that to their
knowledge no cubs were traded during their respective
seven- and six-year stints, and also deny accusations
of that the animals were drugged to make them more
complaint around tourists.

Erzinclioglu says she recognizes the two adult pelts
seized as belonging to tigers that died naturally at the
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park. “Speed-breeding” practices had ended, she says,
with no new cubs for over a year. The temple had even
purchased adjacent land for a new sanctuary. “Each cat
would have had 4 acres and no human contact,” says
Parker, “but now that’s all been ripped away.”

The tiger cubs too were in the freezer for legitimate
reasons, they say, as the temple’s former vet insisted
that they keep deceased cubs — a litter’s natural
mortality rate can push 40% — to prove they were not
being trafficked. Moreover, Erzinclioglu points to a Tiger
Temple Facebook post almost three months before the
raid that explicitly stated there were dead cubs in the
freezer and explaining why.

“The tiger cubs in the freezer was something the DNP
knew about for years,” she says. Parker agrees: “It
wasn’t an issue for me as I’d shown the DNP into the
freezer lots of times — maybe twice a year.”

However, the DNP’s Adisorn insists otherwise. “I asked
my staff and nobody knew that the temple kept the
tiger cubs in the freezer,” he says. “And we never
received any record of that.” The Thai Junta Looks Set
to Tighten Control of the Internet Even Further

Whoever is right, there was something about the Tiger
Temple that didn’t sit easily with Buddhism — not even
Thailand’s brazenly commercial brand of it. It was hard
to square the principle of ahimsa — “do no harm” —

with the feeding $15,000 of farmed poultry to wild
animals each week, not to mention coaxing the
revenue from tourists. Each day, 200 to 300 people
paid 600 baht ($20) to enter the park, plus an
additional 1,000 baht ($35) to cuddle a tiger cub.

The business model was a mess. To pay for food and
vet bills, and 90 full-time Thai staff, the temple needed
tourists to part with cash in exchange for the chance of
grabbing a selfie with a tiger. However, people only
wanted to take photos with cute, tiny cubs. That meant
breeding more of them, since cubs become unbridled
adolescents when they reach the age of 6 months.
From that age, impetuous and unaware of their own
strength, they can be very dangerous.

During Parker’s time at Tiger Temple, the number of
cats climbed from 40-odd to a peak of 147. “A lot of
people did think that this was a huge moneymaking
scheme,” she says, “but a lot of the time we were just
breaking even or sometimes in the red.”

Advocates of commercial tiger projects say they raise
awareness of the plight of the endangered creatures,
only 3,800 of which exist in the wild today. But the
prevailing view is that they provide room for
unscrupulous breeders to sell tiger products for
supposed medical or decorative purposes, feeding an
illicit business that ultimately leads to more wild tigers
hunted.
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Thai DNP officers sit on a truck at the entrance of Wat PhaLuang Ta Bua Yanasampanno,
or the Tiger Temple, on June 1, 2016, in Kanchanaburi province, Thailand. Wildlife authorities
in Thailand have shut the temple down following accusations the monks were illegally breeding 

and trafficking endangered animals
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“Tigers breed in captivity fairly easily,” says John Baker,
managing director of San Francisco-based NGO
WildAid, “so you really need to control the disposal of
body parts so you’re not fueling this trade.”

The temple volunteers recognize this argument, but still
say that the Tiger Temple was unfairly targeted,
considering how other Thai operations treat their
animals. At Sriracha Tiger Zoo near Pattaya, for example,
the cats are made to jump through fiery hoops. 

A trainer plays with a tiger during a performance for
tourists at Sriracha Tiger Zoo, in Chonburi province,
Thailand, on June 7, 2016  ChaiwatSubprasom-Reuters  
“There’s a lot I didn’t like about Tiger Temple, and a lot
that I was trying to change, but it was definitely one of
the better places for tigers in Thailand,” says
Erzinclioglu.

What’s also clear is that, three months after the raid,
the temple’s tigers are now in a worse state. Robbed of
distractions, toys and space to prowl, several sport
facial wounds from bashing their heads against the
bars of their tiny government enclosures, where they
spent 24 hours a day. One has already died.

“The government came and confiscated all the tigers,
but they didn’t have anywhere better to put them,” says
Baker. “They had to shut [the temple] down, as they

broke the law, but it’s about how you do it so the
interests of the tigers are cared for.”

The DNP says it tried to take away the tigers slowly, but
after 10 were seized in the first month, the temple
authorities refused to cooperate further, prompting the
May 30 raid.

Adisorn also says the tigers “have enough room,” but
Tiger Temple volunteers are demanding improvements,
and have started a fundraising campaign to build
larger enclosures at the DNP facilities. “I walk past the
cages and go to call them still,” says Parker, eyes
welling. “I just hope that something good comes of it
all.”

Curiously, one large cat remains at the temple: a lion,
called Petchy, who still roams his own leafy enclosure.
The foliage so thick that the only clues to his continued
existence are a ripped up toys left for him daily — and
the occasional roar from deep in the undergrowth.

“We were told that he was rescued from a drug lord in
Bangkok,” says Erzinclioglu. “But lions aren’t
endangered creatures in Thailand, so nobody cares
about him.”

THE GLOBAL TIGER FORUM (GTF) ISSUED
LETTER OF APPRECIATION TO THAILAND:
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VIETNAM COMMITS TO FIGHTING WILDLIFE-
RELATED CRIMES
Last update 09:52 | 07/10/2016

The Vietnamese Government pledges to eradicate
illegal wild animal trading and make every effort to
combat all wildlife-related crimes, a Vietnamese official
has said. Deputy Minister of Agriculture and Rural
Development Ha Cong Tuan made the statement at the
17th meeting of the Conference of the Parties (COP17)
to the Convention of International Trade in Endangered
Species of wild fauna and flora (CITES), which took
place in Johannesburg, South Africa from September
24-October 4.

Tuan stressed after more than two decades of joining
the CITES, Vietnam has made significant contributions
to the international organisation, citing that in free trade
agreements signed with its partners, the country
always commits to addressing the wildlife trafficking.

With its efforts made over the past ten years, Vietnam
has succeeded in cutting the demand for rhino horns,
with a reduction of 38 percent in the three recent years,

he said.

The Deputy Minister informed that Vietnam will host the
17th and 18th international wild trade conferences
(IWTC) in Hanoi this November.

The COP17, with the participation of representatives
from 182 CITES member countries, approved 51 out of
62 proposals from 64 member countries concerning
the tightening or loosening of trade of wild and rare
animals at high-risk of extinction.

Speaking at the closing ceremony, General Secretary
of CITES John Scanlon said the conference was
successful as all CITES member nations highly agreed
on the need to intensify environmental protection and
preserve wild and rare animals, especially those at high
risk of extinction.

With the role as the host of COP17, South Africa
suggested many important proposals on measures to
control wildlife trading in Africa and other places in the
world.

— VNA
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B
ach brothers based in Vietnam and Thailand
are responsible for smuggling thousands of
tonnes of elephant ivory, rhino horn and other
endangered species.

There is a simple reason why there is always trouble in
Nakhon Phanom. It is the reason why the US air force
came here during the Vietnam war, and the reason why
this dull and dusty town in north-east Thailand now
serves as a primary gateway on the global animal
trafficking highway. It is all to do with geography.

Nakhon Phanom, population 30,000, sits on the
western bank of the Mekong river and is directly
opposite the shortest route across Laos, on the other
side of the river, and into Vietnam.

For the US air force it was the closest allied territory to
Hanoi, 380km (236 miles) away as the bomber flies.
For the wildlife traffickers, it is the perfect place for
business. To the west, Thailand has some of the best
air and sea connections in South East Asia; and to the
east, across the narrow strip of Laos, are the markets
of Vietnam and China, bursting with the wealth of their
new economies and hungry for the flesh, skin, claws
and bones of exotic wildlife.

Today the Guardian exposes the crime family that
controls this gateway. And we name three mainstream
Lao companies with powerful political connections as
leading brokers in the global trafficking of wildlife.
Together with other suppliers they have been trading
many tonnes of elephant tusk, rhino horn and lion bone
from Africa and truckloads of tigers, turtles, snakes,
monkeys and pangolin anteaters from Asia. A
substantial amount of their business is illegal. All of
these traders earn a good living; the kingpins are
millionaires. All the animals they handle lose their
freedom; almost all of them also lose their lives. Some
species are now facing extinction as they are shovelled
relentlessly into this booming black market.

The investigation has been led by a counter-trafficking
organisation, Freeland, which is based in Bangkok and
has previously exposed key players in this trafficking
network. But when law enforcement agencies failed to
act, Freeland pushed deeper, working with a Thai
government surveillance team, persuading some of the

traffickers to talk to them and stepping round the
corrupt public officials who guard the network to 
gather intelligence from reliable police sources in Africa
and Asia.

Freeland has shared its evidence with the Guardian in
the hope it will finally jumpstart cross-border police
action against this and other networks. Over the past
year, we have followed Freeland’s work, met key
informants and the head of the surveillance team, 
and widened the investigation into other parts of the
supply lines that link African bush and Asian forest 
to the plush new suburbs of Hanoi and Beijing. Told
now in full for the first time, this is the story of the 
Asian connection.

THE ASIAN CONNECTION
The secret life of Nakhon Phanom revolves around one
crime family, the Bachs. Four wildlife traffickers,
speaking independently, name two of the Bach
brothers as the key players who control the smuggling
gateway from Thailand into Laos: Bach Mai, known to
his friends as ‘Boonchai’, 38; and his older brother,
Bach Van Limh, 45. Although they are active in
Thailand, the brothers are originally Vietnamese and
have networks in both countries.

Boonchai runs the operation in Nakhon Phanom with a
dozen men and a handful of women. The surveillance
team has seen them meeting African wildlife traders,
unloading meat from refrigerated trucks, loading cars
with hidden compartments and delivering a package to
local police. Bank records show Boonchai’s girlfriend,
who acts as cashier for the business, has sent money
to Asian wildlife suppliers. Apart from the export of
wildlife through Laos, Thai police intelligence reports
also link Boonchai with the importing of drugs from
Laos into Thailand.

His older brother, Bach Van Limh, runs the Vietnamese
end, from a town called Son Tay, which is strategically
placed just inside the border from Laos and a few
hours by road from Hanoi. He originally set up the
family business in Nakhon Phanom some 15 years ago
but recently left, allegedly after Thai police started
investigating his involvement in the drugs trade. In Son
Tay, according to Vietnamese police sources, Bach Van
Limh is involved in running prostitutes and in
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smuggling cars as well as wildlife. He owns a hotel, a
cafe and legitimate businesses trading gold and
placing migrant workers.

The Bachs are key players in a busy market, buying
from whoever will sell to them. Among numerous
smaller suppliers, three Lao companies have been
operating for as long as the Bach brothers. One is
already notorious in the animal world: the Xeosavang
Trading Company run by VixayKeosavang, who has
been hammered by a combination of policing and
publicity, much of it organised by Freeland. But just 
as the Bachs, until now, have escaped public attention,
so too have the other Lao companies. Vinasakhone
and Vannaseng are big players - both breaking the law
and both still enjoying one of the world’s most
destructive trades.

All three Lao companies opened wildlife farms in the
early 2000s. They imported tigers bred in captivity,
which was legal so long as they were used for science
and education, not for commercial trade. One of them -
Vannaseng - illegally imported 2,000 macaque
monkeys captured and sold by villagers in Cambodia,
according to an internal Lao government report. All
three companies went on to break international and
Lao law.

At that time, the Bach brothers were already smuggling
wildlife, primarily from a dealer widely known as ‘Fatty’,
though his real name is LeuthaiTiewcharoen. He ran a
farm in Nonthaburi, just outside Bangkok, where he
stored and bred animals he had illegally smuggled into
the country - tigers from Myanmar and Malaysia as well
as bears, snakes and turtles. According to a source
who worked at the farm, Fatty was earning 500,000
Thai baht ($14,400) a week killing these animals in a
special slaughter area and shipping the carcasses
eastwards to be used in food and medicine and as
jewellery and home decoration.

Sometimes, he sent them across the Mekong himself.
There was a standard technique that Fatty and other
Thai traffickers used, according to the source. The
trafficker would go to a remote spot on the Thai side of
the river, signal to a contact on the Lao side and drop a
carcass in a sealed body bag into the water. The Lao
contact would row over, haul the bag back across the
river, weigh it and then make a phone call to send
money to the trafficker’s bank account. Some of these
consignments would go straight into the farms set up
on the Lao side of the Mekong by the three big
companies. But, according to the source, Fatty also
routinely sent carcasses direct to his best smuggling
contacts - the Bach brothers.

THE SOUTH AFRICAN LINK
One day late in 2002 or early in 2003, Fatty came up
with a new scheme. He had met an ambitious man

called ChumlongLemonthai, then aged 35, who had
been earning a living selling fruit in a street market in
Bangkok but who wanted to move into the wildlife
trade. Chumlong reckoned he knew somebody who
could provide rhino horn, originally sourced from Africa,
and bones of big cats from the dry forests of central
Thailand. Fatty set up a meeting between Chumlong
and the Bach brothers at his farm, hoping to earn a
commission as a middleman. At first, it went well. The
Bachs brought with them a suitcase containing 40
million baht (about $1m), which impressed Chumlong.
He agreed to supply the horn and bones. Then it went
bad for Fatty: the Bachs cut him out of the deal.

Chumlong went on to thrive in the trade and, apart
from selling to the Bachs, he made a connection to
one of the big Lao companies, Xeosavang, owned by
VixayKeosavang, who was to become notorious as a
wildlife trafficker. From his base in Paksan, western
Laos, Keosavang was sucking in animals from all over
Asia and illegally churning out body parts at up to ten
tonnes a week, investing his profit in hotels and a
transport business. By 2005, Chumlong was having
trouble supplying his customers from the dwindling
sources of wildlife in South East Asia, and he decided
to move to the biggest potential source in the world,
South Africa.

There, Chumlong rapidly made friends with Thai sex
workers in the bars of Pretoria. Through them, he 
got to know white South African landowners who bred
lions on their ranches. Chumlong commissioned the
killing of hundreds of lions and supervised the boiling
of their corpses to separate the bones from the flesh.
He then parceled up the bones in ten-kilo bags -
roughly one bag for each dead animal - and shipped
them back to the Bachs and to Keosavang, who
variously sold them onwards to Vietnam and China to
be boiled and brewed as a cheap substitute for tiger
bones in health tonics (although there is no evidence of
its medicinal effect).

This was potentially illegal under the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species (Cites),
which allows commercial trade in lions only within set
limits. The first two white farmers he dealt with had a
licence to export a limited quantity of lion bone, which
could be sent to Thailand under cover of official Cites
paperwork. However, the evidence also suggests that
some of Chumlong’s lion trade was illegal. Often, he
would have the teeth and claws of lions smuggled out
of South Africa by Thai sex workers; they were helped
through Johannesburg airport by an airline worker
whose identity is known to the Guardian. In Bangkok, a
corrupt airport official guarded Chumlong’s packages
as they arrived in Thailand.

THE ‘PSEUDO’ HUNT
With his lion bone business flourishing, Chumlong
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turned his attention to rhino horn, which was in huge
demand in Vietnam after 2007 when a rumour spread
that a government official had used it to cure his
cancer. The international sale of rhino products is
prohibited in Cites, but Chumlong and other
Vietnamese traffickers now started to exploit a 
loophole which allowed hunters in South Africa to take
home one set of rhino horns each year as a trophy.
They set up “pseudo” hunts in which a willing stooge
was paid to stand next to a professional hunter while a
rhino was shot dead and had its horn removed. The
stooge would then have a photo taken with the 
corpse and allow their name to be used on the
paperwork to take the horn to Asia. There, instead of
being displayed as a trophy, it would be sold and
ground down for traditional medicine, although rhino
horn is materially no different to fingernails and no
more effective as medicine.

Chumlong started to import stooges from Thailand,
paying them 5,000 rand (about $350) for their help. The
Bach brothers sponsored some of these pseudo hunts.
Paperwork seen by the Guardian shows that at least six
members of their extended family travelled from
Vietnam to South Africa to take part. Then in a neat
money-saving manoeuvre, Chumlong substituted Thai
prostitutes from his favourite bar in Pretoria, who
played the same role for him without the cost of the
international air fare. In this way, Chumlong arranged
the killing of dozens of rhinos, earning himself $20,000
a time for their horns, which were shipped back to
Keosavang and the Bachs.

All this was illegal, though the pseudo hunts gave him
the bogus protection of Cites paperwork for their 
export as trophies. The evidence suggests that
Chumlong was also trafficking rhino horn from
poachers, whose killing of rhinos in southern Africa
escalated fast from 2008 as the demand from Vietnam
and China increased. By this time, Chumlong, the
former street trader, had bought himself two new
houses in Bangkok.

In June 2011, following work by Freeland and a
Johannesburg private investigator called Paul
O’Sullivan, ChumlongLemtongthai was arrested by
South African revenue officers in a high-profile
operation. They seized his laptop, which contained
commercial records and photographs recording the
death of hundreds of animals and the despatch to 
Asia of millions of dollars worth of ivory, lion bone, and
rhino horn.

During one six-month period, the laptop documents
revealed, Chumlong had paid a total of $1,394,282.40
to a white South African hunter who was shooting
rhinos in his pseudo hunts. The same documents show
that Chumlong was paying $6,500 per kg for the horn
— a tenth of the end-user price in China, meaning that

for that six-month period his rhino traffic alone was
potentially worth $13.9m to those involved. Invoices
also revealed the rate at which he was commissioning
the death of lions: 327 of them during one two-year
period, roughly one every couple of days, for which he
personally received some $350,000.

A KINGPIN FALLS, BUT THE TRADE CONTINUES
In November 2012, a South African court jailed
Chumlong for 40 years, though this was reduced to 13
years on appeal. Bach Van Limh tried to save him,
offering $600,000 to a key official in Johannesburg to
release him. Chumlong has since claimed that the
official was willing to accept the bribe if his money
could be paid into an offshore account, but that this
alarmed Bach Van Limh, who feared that with no
record of the payment, the official would renege on the
deal. So Chumlong stayed behind bars.

Keosavang was hit hard by the documents in
Chumlong’s laptop. A combination of publicity and
pressure from the US government finally forced him to
step back in early 2014. At the time, his fall was
celebrated as a turning point; the removal of the
kingpin from the global machine. But when Freeland
followed up on their investigation, they found that the
Asian connection was as busy as ever.

The Guardian has reviewed compelling evidence that
since Keosavang’s decline, Vinasakhone and
Vannaseng have been involved in the illegal trafficking
of hundreds of tonnes of wildlife from Africa as well 
as Asia, following the same route used by Keosavang
and the Bachs, through Laos and into Vietnam and
China. During 2014 — the first year after Keosavang’s
departure — the evidence suggests that between them
they traded $45m of animal body parts including
derivatives from three iconic endangered species:
tigers, rhinos and elephants.

Other evidence separately suggests that both
companies have been breaking the law on the farms
they opened in Laos in 2002; that Vinasakhone has
been illegally killing and selling tigers to order for
buyers in Vietnam and China and also selling tigers to
the notorious Golden Triangle area on Laos’s borders
with Myanmar and Thailand where they are sold as
meat, drink and decorative skins; and that Vannaseng,
on one of its farms, has been breaching Cites by
trafficking hundreds of tigers and bears.

Keosavang himself is not known to have been directly
involved in wildlife trafficking since 2014. According to
police sources in the region, he has switched his
attention to smuggling cars across the border into
Vietnam. But he is certainly close to the Bachs.
Pictures obtained by the Guardian show him on holiday
with Bach VamLimh and stripped to the waist in a
drunken embrace with both brothers.
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The surveillance team have reported
that the Bachs continue to trade from
their base on the main street of
Nakhon Phanom in a three-storey
block of flats whose upper floors —
unlike any other building in the street
— are defended by security bars. The
team have photographed multiple visits
by two South African lion bone
merchants with whom Chumlong was
working. They have also identified one
of Boonchai’s men as a Thai courier,
known as ‘Jimmy’, who was caught at
Johannesburg airport after Chumlong’s
arrest and convicted of attempting to
bring undeclared cash into the country.

Thai police have traced a sequence of
payments from the Bachs to other
animal dealers including a 40-year-old
Thai woman, Jay DaoreungChaimat,
whose “zoo” was raided by Thai police
in 2010. She was married to a police
officer and was said to have other
good police contacts. After the raid,
she travelled to Bangkok and lobbied
senior officials to sack the officer who
had organised it. Following an inquiry
by the Thai Anti Money Laundering
Organisation, Amlo, a court in May
2014 ordered her to hand over $35.6m
as the proceeds of crime. This year the
order was revoked. Her Facebook
page displays a photo of her smiling
over a asket full of cash.

In a town with few sources of wealth,
the surveillance teams have identified
warehouses, apartment buildings and
a nightclub as Bach properties and
videoed the Bachs and their men
driving a fleet of new high-end
vehicles, some of which have had their
licence plates changed. Members of
the surveillance teams have
backgrounds in military and police
work and believe that some of the
network are carrying firearms and
using sophisticated anti-surveillance
tactics, putting two or three people on
their boss’s route to see if he is being
followed.

One of the sources in the network says
that they have been working on a new
product: a pill made up of blood from a
cobra mixed with powder ground from
tiger bone. He says they reckon they
can sell it for $300 a pill.
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On Global Tiger Day this year, 45 NGOs are
raising the alarm of increasing tiger poaching
and call for ending all tiger farming and tiger

trade July 29, 2016 Today on International Tiger Day we
the undersigned 45 non-governmental organisations
are urging countries with tiger farms to adopt urgent
action to end tiger breeding for commercial purposes
and phase out tiger farms. The global wild tiger
population is estimated to be less than 4,000. These
last remaining wild tigers are each threatened by trade
for nearly all of their body parts — from skins and
bones to teeth and claws — traded by criminals for
huge profit. These products are consumed largely as
exotic luxury products for demonstrating social status,
such as tiger skin rugs for luxury home décor or
expensive tiger bone wine. Tiger bone is also
consumed as traditional medicine. The main market for
tiger products are consumers in China and Vietnam,
followed by smaller consumer markets in Myanmar and
Laos. There are currently two primary sources for trade
in tiger parts and products: wild tigers in ten range
countries that are home to the last remaining wild
tigers, and captive tigers largely found in four tiger
farming countries - China, Laos, Thailand and Vietnam.
Tiger farming and trade in captive tiger body parts from
and through these countries undermines tiger
conservation efforts across Asia. Indeed trade in
captive tiger parts and products stimulates demand for
tiger products — be it from wild or captive tigers —
and undermines enforcement efforts by making it
difficult to know whether seized tiger products come
from wild or captive tigers. Tiger farms have expanded
rapidly over the last few decades. In the four tiger
farming countries alone there are approximately 7,000-
8,000 captive tigers in large tiger farms, zoos and
smaller facilities that keep or breed tigers. The wild
tiger population has declined by over 95 percent over
the last 100 years. 2016 has also marked a significant

upsurge in tiger poaching and trade where in India
more tigers were killed in the first five months of 2016
that in the whole of 2015. The tiger range countries
where tiger populations are beginning to show signs of
recovery have high levels of political commitment,
strong laws and enforcement — and no tiger farms.
Where tiger farms are present they only serve as an
obstacle to recovery. In recent years China and
Thailand have both delivered important new tiger
conservation efforts on the ground. Despite this
investment, the effects of tiger farms limit the potential
gains from such work, as well as damaging those
countries’ reputation in the area of species
conservation.

We commend the recent bold enforcement efforts of
Thailand’s Department of National Parks, Wildlife and
Plant Conservation (DNP), which in June 2016 seized
137 live tigers thousands of tiger skin amulets, 70
preserved cubs and other tiger parts from the “Tiger
Temple” in Kanchanaburi Province. The DNP has
announced that it will investigate other captive tiger
facilities implicated in tiger trade. This represents a
significant opportunity for Thailand to end all tiger
farming within its borders and to play a leadership role
in the phase-out of tiger farms in the region. Other
countries should also take action to ensure that they
are not implicated in the trade in captive tiger parts and
products. For example, there appears to be a growing
trade in tigers and their parts and products from South
Africa. The United States also has a large number of
captive tigers which may too become vulnerable to
exploitation for illegal trade. The world needs to wake
up to the alarm bells ringing across the tiger’s range. It
is clear that tiger farming and trade in captive tiger
parts have done nothing to end the pressure on and
trade in wild tigers. In September this year, world
governments will come together in South Africa to
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participate in the 17th Conference of the Parties to the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). The CITES
conference offers a significant opportunity for
governments to adopt and call for urgent
implementation of concrete measures to phase out
tiger farms. If wild tiger populations are to be recovered
and secured, the international community must provide
support to end tiger farming and all trade in tiger parts
and products from wild and captive tigers. We the
undersigned, including those with technical expertise in
managing captive tigers, stand ready to provide
assistance to achieve the goals of Zero Demand for
tiger parts and products and Zero Poaching of tigers.

TIGER IS IN DANGER: WILDLIFE PROTECTION
SOCIETY BLAMES INTERNATIONAL POACHING
MAFIA FOR DEATH OF 37 % OF INDIAN TIGERS
By Baishali Adak
PUBLISHED: 00:14 GMT, 7 August 2016 |
UPDATED: 00:14 GMT, 7 August 2016

Indian tigers may have bounced back from the brink of
extinction with a healthy rise in population, but they are
certainly not out of the woods as international poaching
syndicates have moblilised their networks in the
country to hunt the endangered animal. 

Reports in April indicated that the big cat headcount
had gone up to nearly 2,500, sparking celebrations. 

However, another set of data shows that poachers are
responsible for about 37 per cent of tiger deaths in the
country this year, with the number of killings revealing
an upswing. 

Poaching fueled by a thriving trade of the animal body
parts as well as loss of natural habitat and traditional
prey had triggered a troubling slump in the tiger
population from an estimated 40,000 at the turn of the
last century. 

India was able to pull back the numbers with the
success of a government-run conservation plan. 

As per statistics provided by the Wildlife Protection
Society of India (WPSI), estimated tiger deaths from
“poaching and seizure of body parts”, recorded from
January 1 to August 3, 2016, stood at 31. 

The figure for the entire year of 2015 was 26, and for
2014, it was 23. 

“This is purely economics of the tiger trade,” a senior
official of a wildlife law enforcement agency, who did
not wish to be named, told Mail Today.

“India is merely a source country where a large number

of poor, illiterate and nomadic tribes — such as
Bawaria, Behlia and Pardhi — engage in the hunting of
tigers. They are exploited by educated and highly tech-
savvy gangs, sitting in destination countries in South-
east Asia. They minutely follow all the news here.
Obviously, new orders are being placed somewhere
else.” 

Madhya Pradesh leads the way with 20 “tiger
mortalities” this year, of which six were poached, five
were “found dead” and nine died of “infighting”. 

Next comes Uttarakhand, where six tiger skins and 150
kg tiger bones were seized this year. 

The third spot belongs to Karnataka where one tiger
skull and bones and two claws were seized in 2016. 

As per a 2014 census, India is home to 2,226 tigers,
nearly 70 per cent of the global population. 

They roam the country’s 48 tiger reserves, which
include Ranthambore (Rajasthan), Sundarbans (West
Bengal), Dudhwa (Uttar Pradesh), Kanha (MP),
TadobaAndhari (Maharashtra) and Bandipur
(Karnataka). 

The then Minister for Environment and Forests (MoEF),
Prakash Javadekar, had announced the rise in
numbers at the 3rd Asia ministerial conference on tiger
conservation in April.

“That is good news for India… (a result) of what we are
doing for the last 12 years,” Javadekar had said. 

“We have zero tolerance towards poaching.” A dead
tiger is worth a fortune in countries like China, Japan,
Taiwan and South Korea. 

Each body part — from eyes, whiskers, canines, claws,
skin, bones and even penis — is used. 

Their traditional use is in Chinese medicine, which
claims to cure a range of diseases, from arthritis to
impotency. 

They are also served as a delicacy is restaurants and
used for gifting and in various crafts. 

“Some shocking incidents have come to the fore in the
recent past,” said Tito Joseph, programme manager,
WPSI.

“In March-April this year, five tiger skins and 125 kg of
bones were recovered from near Jim Corbett National
Park.”

Two people were arrested. When the skins were sent to
Wildlife Institute of India (WII), they analysed the
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patterns in their database and found them to match
that of at least four missing tigers in the Corbett Park.

“Joseph also pointed out that two tiger skins and 35 kg
of bones were seized in January from the Valmiki Tiger
Reserve near the Bihar-Nepal border. Subsequent
investigations brought to fore three incidents of tiger
poaching,” he said.

“On further interrogation of the poachers, sizeable tiger
meat was found buried in a pit nearby. The skin was
traced to Kathmandu later.” 

A side effect of growing tiger numbers is the fact that
they are increasingly venturing out of protected
sanctuaries, said Jose Louies of the Wildlife Trust of
India (WTI). 

“They roam around the park fringes. They go to
villages, forests and corridors. They look for new
habitats, mates etc. That makes it very easy for

poachers to catch them unguarded,” he said. 

“Technically, these hunters don’t need news reports to
tell them that numbers have gone up. They know the
jungles and the animal much better than us. They get
to know about changes in their density and location
much before us.” The outlaws are fast catching up with
law enforcement. 

BS Bonal, member-secretary, National Tiger
Conservation Authority (NTCA), told Mail Today: “We
are aware of the issues. NTCA is already coordinating
with Nepal, Bangladesh and other SAARC countries
(as part of the South Asia Wildlife Enforcement Network
or SAWEN) to protect tigers. Our state forest
departments are also working round the clock on the
mission.”

— http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/
indianews/article-33727186/Tiger-ddanger-WWildlife-

Protection-SSociety-bblames-iinternational-ppoaching-mmafia-
death-337-IIndian-ttigers.html#ixzz4Te1Tdj8E

The Wildlife Conservation Trust (WCT) currently
works in 126 national parks (NP) and wildlife
sanctuaries (WLS) across 21 Indian states,

covering 79% of 50 tiger reserves and 17% of
approximately 730 Protected Areas (PAs). Additionally,
it also works in the several territorial divisions of
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and Kerala. With over
3.5 million people living inside tiger reserves (TR) and
three hundred million dependent on natural
ecosystems, we cannot separate communities from
conservation. Thus, WCT lays equal emphasis on
wildlife conservation and community development in
forested areas. 

FOREST PROTECTION
WCT works closely with state forest departments to
ensure they have the best equipment and training to
carry out their duties. 

WCT support for Forest Departments
WCT donates vehicles to various PAs and territorial
divisions to improve the mobility of frontline staff.
Between July and December 2016, 4WD vehicles were
donated to Cauvery, M.M. Hills and Chinkara WLSs of

Karnataka, Kuno WLS and Sanjay TR, of Madhya
Pradesh, Manas TR in Assam and Mudumalai TR in
Tamil Nadu. Additionally, one boat was donated to
D’Ering WLS in Arunachal Pradesh and one troop
carrier for the Special Tiger Protection Force (STPF) of
Melghat TR in Maharashtra. 

During the same period WCT also equipped 179 Anti-
Poaching Camps (APCs) in nine PAs, providing
essential items such as integrated solar systems, first-
aid kits, mosquito nets, GPS devices, binoculars,
digital cameras, metal trunks, cooking sets, water
filters, water tanks and personal equipment such as
raincoats, shoes, winter jackets and water bottles.

Capacity-building for frontline forest staff
A key focus of WCT is to build capacity within the forest
department. To this end, WCT conducts various
trainings for the forest staff, often bringing in experts
from various fields such as veterinary medicine and law
to supplement the officers’ skill sets.

WCT, in partnership with Wildlife Institute of India (WII)
and State forest departments, is assisting the TRs in
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implementing MSTrIPES, a Patrol Based Wildlife
Monitoring GIS Database system. WCT has trained
over 550 frontline staff from the Pench TRs in Madhya
Pradesh and Maharashtra, Bor TR, Navegaon-Nagzira
TR and UmredKarhandla WLS in Maharashtra in
systematic patrolling and data collection. WCT is also
assisting these TRs by hand holding and assisting in
the analysis of the observations recorded by the
frontline staff. Over 1.67 lakh kilometers of on-foot
patrolling effort has been compiled and analysed from
the five PAs so far. 

A 3-day training and orientation workshop on patrolling
strategies was organised for the staff of Navegaon-
Nagzira TR (NNTR), at Pench TR, MP. 20 frontline
guards including Range Forest Officers (RFOs) from
NNTR, participated in the workshop. 

Between July and December 2016, 14 workshops on
wildlife law and crime prevention were conducted
covering 1,232 frontline forest staff from the training
institutes across the states of Maharashtra and Madhya
Pradesh. The WCT’s Wildlife Crime Prevention and Law
Enforcement Training has reached a whopping 8,699
guards since its inception. 

WCT, with help of its medical consultant Dr. Chet Trivedi
conducted ‘Trauma Management Workshops’. The
Trauma Management Training was extended to 249
Forest Staff from Satpura TR, Kanha TR, Pench TRs to
build their capacities in handling emergency life-
threatening situations at work

CONSERVATION RESEARCH 

Tiger Population Estimation
Between October and December 2016, WCT
conducted tiger population estimation programme, as
per the Phase IV guidelines set by NTCA, in
Chandrapur Forest Circle, a part of the Tadoba
landscape. A total of 2000 sq. km. was sampled
intensively. This long-term study is helping to

understand the trend in tiger and leopard populations
outside the PAs.

WCT team is currently engaged in camera trapping in
Pench TRs, covering an area of about 900 sq. km.

Radio Telemetry
Persistent tiger presence was reported in the
Ordinance Factory (OF) campus, Itarsi, in the month of
April 2016. For the safety of both OF employees and
the tiger, it was decided to capture and translocate the
animal to Satpura TR. A sub-adult male tiger (T-18)
aged 4 years (approx.) was captured from OF, fitted
with GPS collar and released in the Churna Range, of
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Satpura TR. Since then T-18 is being monitored by a
team comprising STR and WCT staff.

Human-Wildlife Interface Management
WCT’s Rapid Response Unit (RRU) responds to rescue
calls from Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh Forest
Departments for assistance in wildlife rescue
operations. Wildlife in distress due to injury, disease,
entrapment, straying requires direct human intervention
to ease the animal. WCT’s RRU plays an important role
in planning, animal handling, and rehabilitation. 

WCT was involved in assisting the forest department in
five large mammal rescue cases including 2 tigers, 2

sloth bears and 1 leopard in the Central Indian
Landscape (CIL). 25 forest guards from the Bramhapuri
Division of Maharashtra have been trained in
emergency preparedness and site assessment.

Capacity Building of Tiger Range Countries (TRCs)
Under the MoU between the WCT and the Global Tiger
Forum (GTF), WCT supported GTF in organising
capacity building workshops for TRCs on economic
valuation of landscapes, habitat restoration and
monitoring wildlife.  Three workshops were conducted
at Leh, Sariska TR and Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
respectively and were attended by delegates from
South East Asia, East Asia and Russia.

WWF India has been working for tiger conservation with
an aim to maintain tiger habitats, secure critical wildlife
corridors and strengthen protection. Initiatives to further
tiger conservation in recent months included the
following: (a) increased engagement with planners,
government agencies and conservation to mitigate
current and potential impacts of linear infrastructure on
tiger habitats and wildlife corridors; (b) initiated
livestock insurance policy amongst others in managing
human-tiger conflicts (c) initiated assessment of
potential tiger conservation sites as part of
Conservation Assured Tiger Standards (CA|TS) in Terai
Arc; (d) conducted outreach programmes to foster civil
society engagement in conservation -- such as the

Kanha-Pench Walk in SatpudaMaikal Landscape, and
(e) developed a community-led initiative to monitor key
wildlife corridors. Besides these, a series of other
initiatives were also undertaken under the tiger
conservation programme of WWF India.

1. LINEAR INFRASTRUCTURE AND INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT
Linear Infrastructure projects in the Terai Arc
Landscape (TAL) continue to be expanded in the
recent past. In order to promote Smart Green
Infrastructure (SGI) concepts, WWF India is involved
with the road developing agencies and Forest
Department at different levels. With regards to the Indo-
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Nepal border road planned by Uttar Pradesh Public
Works Department, WWF India is following up with the
state governments of Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh
for realignment of the road from important wildlife
habitats, and also discussing the issue with the Ministry
of Environment, Forest & Climate Change, Govt. of
India, to ensure that suggested SGI measures are
incorporated in the project design. Facilitated by the
WWF network Tigers Alive Initiative and Living
Himalayas Initiative programmes, WWF India has been
discussing this with WWF Nepal, to make sure that the
trans-boundary connectivity in the Terai Arc Landscape,
which is mostly on a north-south axis, is maintained.
One success has been the fact that the Public Works
Department, Govt. of Uttar Pradesh has agreed to
realign the road along the Katerniaghat Wildlife
Sanctuary, to save a 2200 ha area that is core breeding
site for tigers and elephants. The PWD has already
applied to the Government for allowing them to
construct the road along the realigned axis, which was
suggested by a joint team of WWF India and Uttar
Pradesh Forest Department. 

In another linear infrastructure project in the TAL, the
matter of expansion of the National Highway 125
passing through the KilpuraKhatimaSurai wildlife
corridor has been taken up at the highest level in the
Government of Uttarakhand. WWF India followed up
with the Chairman of National Highways Authority of
India during February 2016, who in turn requested his
officers to incorporate mitigation measures along the
said Highway that is passing through the wildlife
corridor. However, on ground development for
construction of animal passages is yet to be seen. The
matter was brought to the attention of the Chief Wildlife
Warden of Government of Uttarakhand and the
Principal Secretary to the Government who recognized
this as a serious issue. This is presently being dealt
between the government departments. 

At several fora, WWF India advocates the promotion of
SGIs, including in meetings and workshops organized
at the Wildlife Institute of India, or the Uttarakhand
State Wildlife Board meeting, attended by the Chief
Minister of the State. The Hon’ble Chief Minister

advised the government officials to ensure that
permeability in the landscape is not hampered with.

2. MANAGING HUMAN-TIGER CONFLICT
Managing and mitigating human-tiger conflict is a key
component of WWF-India’s conservation strategy. In
Dhela village of Uttarakhand, located along the conflict-
prone southern boundary of Corbett National Park,
WWF India in partnership with Oriental Insurance
Company launched a pioneering Livestock Insurance
Scheme. Dhela village has reported over 35 livestock
depredation events each year. This one-of-a-kind
insurance scheme addresses the recurring economic
loss of communities from human tiger conflict and
check unregulated grazing inside the core area of
Corbett Tiger Reserve. Its primary objective is to reduce
depredation cases, encourage communities to shift
from low value livestock to high-value stall-fed cattle.
43 heads of livestock belonging to 29 owners have
been provided cover in the first phase of the newly
instated insurance scheme. 

In another pilot initiative in Patkod village under
Ramnagar Forest Division (also in Uttarakhand), WWF
India in collaboration with the state Forest Department
has initiated a pilot on fodder plot development and the
associated removal of invasive species from a 25
hectare area. The goal is to promote stall-feeding of
cattle and reduce the prevalence of free-ranging cattle
in tiger habitats. With the presence of around 41 tigers
under Ramnagar FD added to unregulated grazing,
occurrence of tiger attacks on livestock has been on
the rise. Initiatives such as this one aim to reduce cattle
depredation by tigers.

3. TOWARDS ACHIEVING GLOBAL STANDARDS IN
TIGER CONSERVATION CA|TS

Conservation Assured Tiger Standards, launched by
WWF’s species conservation program in 2013, is an
accreditation scheme accorded to areas where
management and protection have met prescribed
standards. In India, final CA|TS assessment reports for
ten registered sites were evaluated, and three of these
sites in the Terai Arc Landscape- Lansdowne Forest
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Division, Ramnagar Forest Division and Haldwani
Forest Division were assessed. Based on this
assessment by a technical team, Lansdowne Forest
Division was been recommended for CA|TS
accreditation by the National Committee. The
International Committee will review this
recommendation and take a final decision on CA|TS
accreditation of Lansdowne in its forthcoming meeting.
This accreditation will promote the implementation of
high global standards for conservation management
and facilitate the global goal of doubling wild tiger
numbers by 2022. 

4. COMMUNITIES FOR TIGERS
WWF India has been monitoring dispersing tigers in
Ranthambore Tiger Landscape for the past 4 years. 
At present four community resource people from
Khandar and Kailadevi in Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve
and two resource people from Virpur area of Madhya
Pradesh near KunoPalpur Wildlife Sanctuary work
round the clock to monitor tiger movements in key
corridors in the landscape. These community
personnel detect tiger movement in an area using
strategically placed camera traps, and by identifying
signs, cattle kills and other indirect evidence including
tracks and spoor. This community led monitoring
initiative has extended capacity to monitor areas in
private lands and marginal forests and has provided
timely reports of tiger movement to management
agencies. This initiative also has also aided in
strengthening coordination to monitor and manage
straying tigers across state border. 

5. MULTI-STAKEHOLDER PARTNERSHIP FOR
CONSERVATION
WWF India in collaboration with a group of researchers,
Forest Department of Madhya Pradesh and
Maharashtra, organized a bi-annual symposium on
‘Central India Landscape Symposium’ from 14-17
December in Pench Tiger Reserve. CILS brought
together researchers, conservationists and managers
working in the Central Indian Highlands to share their
perspectives and findings, and develop networks for
collaborative future work in the region. One of the
outcomes was to agree on a single map of the Central
India Landscape.

Additionally, the SatpudaMaikal Landscape Program in
partnership with the Madhya Pradesh Forest
Department organised the third edition of Kanha-Pench
Walk between 10-17 November2016. This unique
activity brought together 28 enthusiastic individuals
transcending all age groups from across India. The
group walked the length of the Kanha-Pench corridor
which connects two major tiger source populations in
Central India and interacted closely with WWF and
Forest Department personnel who are striving to
promote tiger conservation in this critical wildlife
corridor.

6. PROTOCOL FOR EFFECTIVE HUMAN-TIGER
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
On 10th November, 2016, pugmarks were sighted at
Kishorimohanpur, a forest fringe village of 24 Parganas
(South) Forest Division in West Bengal. Pre-empting
conflict, a WWF India team, with support from the State
Forest Department, encircled the area with nylon net
fence and strategically deployed cage-traps to capture
this tiger. The team also deployed camera traps to
identify the tiger and visually assess its body condition.
The team also assisted community members in
maintaining vigilance by barricading creeks and other
locations that may have granted the tiger access to the
settlement, erecting lights and shifting the cage-traps in
response to the tiger’s movements. After three days,
the tiger was safely captured and shifted to rescue and
rehabilitation center in Jharkhali, 24 Parganas (South)
Forest Division. The tiger was identified as SB 115. In
light of occurrence of such incidents in the area, WWF
India is jointly developing a protocol with Sundarbans
Biosphere Reserve to effectively redress human-tiger
conflict. This protocol will include a module on
precautionary measures that communities need to
adopt to stay safe when tigers stray into their
settlements. Further, it will provide relevant details on
the use of smart cage-traps developed by WWF India
and the deployment of camera traps in such situations
to identify individuals. Knowledge of individual identities
is useful to identify suitable areas for the release of
captured tigers.
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7. MONITORING OF TIGERS AND CO-PREDATORS
The Western Ghats Nilgiri landscape is one of the
several sites where WWF leads or supports tiger
monitoring. In Segur and Singara of the Nilgiris North
Forest Division (adjacent to Mudumalai Tiger Reserve,
Bandipur Tiger Reserve and Nilgiri South Forest
Division and Sathyamangalam Tiger Reserve), the
WWF monitoring program identified 41 individual of
tigers, out of which 14 were Males, 24 were females,
while three were unclassified. The camera traps also
captured 128 leopard and 16 hyena photos which will
be identified in the days to come.

8. STUDY OF BRAHMAPUTRA RIVER ISLANDS
AND WILDLIFE CORRIDORS IN ASSAM
WWF India has been studying the Brahmaputra
floodplain ecosystem to study the movement of tigers
and other wildlife between Kaziranga to Orang national
parks through Laokhowa and Burachapori and the river
islands as part of the Brahmaputra River Island Survey.
In the earlier survey, evidence of tiger presence was
documented on 19 river islands. Camera trap images
also revealed the movement of a tiger from Kaziranga
to Nameri Tiger Reserve indicating the use of islands
by dispersing wildlife. Following this study in 2013, the
team undertook another study this year, along
Brahmaputra floodplain in 25 islands. Through the
camera trap images, various wildlife species were
sighted such as tiger, fishing cat, jungle cat, jackal,
sambar, water buffalo, rhino, wild pig and hog deer.
Elephant and swamp deer were also sighted by the
survey team.

Similarly, corridor monitoring images revealed active
use of the Kanchanjuri corridor between Kazirang and
KarbiAnglong by tigers, elephants, deer, and rhino
amongst other. This monitoring exercise serves to
provide important information on animal movement and
the threats they face and will help design a corridor
management plan.
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The Corbett Foundation (TCF) was founded in
1994 by Mr. DilipKhatau, with the primary
objective of facilitating harmonious coexistence

between man and nature. TCF works in and around the
tiger reserves of Kanha, Bandhavgarh, Corbett and
Kaziranga and The Greater Rann of Kutch with tribal
and other forest-dependent communities, in the
spheres of conservation research and awareness, rural
medical outreach and awareness, training and capacity
building, veterinary care, sustainable livelihoods and
sustainable rural development initiatives.

(I) WILDLIFE AWARENESS
TCF celebrated global environmental days, and
conducted awareness programmes on wildlife
conservation for the local community, impressionable
young children and youth in and around the tiger
reserves of Corbett, Kanha, Bandhavgarh and
Kaziranga, to impress upon them the importance,
threats to and means of tiger and wildlife conservation,
through the medium of essay, art, poster-making, and
speech and quiz competitions, wildlife documentary
and movie screenings and discussions, presentations
and lectures. For Global Tiger Day on July 29th 2016,
poster, essay and speech competitions were held,
rallies organized and talks delivered by TCF staff about
tiger conservation across divisions. TCF Corbett
organized a workshop at Pawalgarh Conservation
Reserve on the identification of local snakes, and
exhibited its poster on local snakes in Corbett. Twenty-
five copies of the book “Birds of Indian subcontinent”
were distributed to the nature-guide trainees in
attendance. On July 16th, TCF Corbett celebrated the
traditional Kumaoni plantation festival harela, and 1100
saplings of Cinnamomumtamalawere planted in two
remote villages in Ramnagar Forest Division, along with
Napier Grass (Elephant Grass) some species of Ficus
as fodder. On International Vulture Awareness Day
(IVAD) in September, students were made aware of the
importance, of vultures, reasons for their decline and
conservation measures. TCF Kaziranga, as a
community-based conservation programme, presented
a bicycle and “Vulture Sentinel” certificates each to
seven community members who have pledged to
protect vulture nest-bearing trees on their farms.

Additionally, weeklong activities were held for Wildlife
Week in October, focusing on the biodiversity of
Kaziranga and the role of students in its conservation.
In alliance with Kaziranga Tiger Reseve, TCF organized
a “Nature Education Safari” — free jeep safaris in
Kaziranga for underprivileged children to give them
practical education about Kaziranga’s flora and fauna.
At Kanha, an Ozone Day lecture, a three-day Nature
Education Camp (NEC) for rural students between
standards 8 and 12 and poster distribution were
carried out by TCF. TCF Bandhavgarh held movie
screening, rallies, PowerPoint presentations, and
workshops for local students and teachers as well. In
the last six months, more than 1000 children across its
divisions have benefitted from TCF’s awareness
programmes.
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(II) WILDLIFE CONSERVATION & RESEARCH
(a) Conflict Mitigation 
Interim Relief Scheme (IRS)

Corbett Tiger Reserve and the adjoining forest divisions
in Uttarakhand are an important conservation
landscape in the Terai arc region, with 250 villages and
25 Gujjar settlements located in the buffer zones.
Community losses due to frequent cattle and livestock
depredation by tigers and leopards, and procedural
and financial delays in compensation builds frustration
and resentment in the community against wildlife,
leading to revenge killings of the responsible predator
by poisoning the carcass it returns to. To mitigate this
human-wildlife conflict and the grave threat to big cat
conservation here, TCF and WWF-India, since 1995
have been providing ex-gratia financial assistance to
villagers whose cattle have been killed by a tiger or
leopard in the buffer zone of CTR, by way of an Interim
Relief Scheme (IRS). This alliance has been extended
to Kanha Tiger Reserve as well, as of June 2016. With
nearly 100% reporting of cattle kills, TCF promptly
responds to kill-reports, providing immediate effective
monetary assistance and medical treatment to the
injured. This scheme has reduced the antagonism of
locals towards wildlife. Between July and December
2016, 116 incidents were reported from Kanha while
364 incidents were reported from Corbett. A total
amount of approximately `7,49,000 was disbursed as
compensation. Income value

(b) Village Wildlife Guardians (VWG)
TCF and TOFTigers with the support of Steppes Travel
and The Tribes Foundation have selected six
individuals from the Garhi, Samnapur and Khapa of
Kanha Tiger Reserve, as Village Wildlife Guardians
(VWG). They work closely with TCF and the Forest
Department to monitor human activity in the vicinity of
the reserve, regularly patrolling forested areas and
keeping alert for suspicious activity that undermines
conservation efforts in Kanha. They report relevant
information to the Forest Department. The VWG have
been monitoring six weekly markets, studying the trend
of the sale and availability of forest products such as
flowers, fruits, medicinal herbs, fish, leaves, birds, as
well as illegal meat. So far, they have informed the
authorities about several cases of wood felling, Lac
collection, caught logs from home, and about snares
deployed by locals to catch wild animals.

(c) Nature Guide Training
TCF staff from across divisions converged in the month
of September for a week-long (three days each)
capacity building and skill development training for the
experienced as well as freshly recruited Nature Guides
of the tiger reserves of Kanha, Pench, Bandhavgarh
and Sanjay-Dubri. As has been done annually, TCF
held theory lessons as well field sessions to improve
the environmental, wildlife and biodiversity related
knowledge and communication skills of guides on
safaris, in order to develop them into better
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communicators and representatives of India’s wild
heritage, and to be impactful messengers of
conservation to the annual throngs of tourists.

(d) Study of dispersal routes of tigers and other
wildlife species in Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve
The Corbett Foundation began a two-year study on the
dispersal routes of tigers and other wildlife species in
the buffer zone of Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve. The
buffer zone of protected forests is crucial habitat,
protecting the core zone from anthropogenic pressures
and providing forest cover to ‘spill over’ and migrating
animals seeking out new territory, where they can also
avoid competition for finite resources. The collection
and study of data about the current status of wildlife
here, dispersal routes, and habitat and food resources
is necessary to develop efficient management

strategies for this habitat. The study so far reveals
promising findings for the long term conservation of
tigers and other wildlife here, with the identification of
18 individual tigers and 21 individual leopards. Two
resident tigers identified in this study have been
observed in the buffer zone of Bandhavgarh for the 
first time.

(III) PATROLLING USING SOLAR LIGHTS
TCF distributed solar lighting systems to 25 patrolling
camps of three ranges of Sanjay-Dubri Tiger Reserve.
The lighting system comprises one light for the patrol
camp and a handy light to be carried while patrolling
the forest after dusk. This activity aimed at boosting the
morale of the field staff as well as improving their night-
patrolling capacity. 300 units were also distributed to
forest camps in the core area of Kanha Tiger Reserve.
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The overarching goal of WCS-India and CWS is to
continually build science-based knowledge
required for effective conservation of tigers, their

co-predators, prey and habitat in India. Based on this
foundation of knowledge, both these non-government
organizations develop and implement cutting-edge
models of conservation in close collaboration with the
Government of India, several State Governments, local
partners and communities. 

The salient initiatives of WCS-India and CWS are:

TIGER RESEARCH AND MONITORING
o Monitoring Tigers and their Prey in the Western
Ghats Landscape
o Monitoring Tigers and their Prey in the Eastern Ghats
Landscape

CONSERVATION INTERVENTIONS
o Facilitating voluntary resettlement
o Pre-relocation engagement with local communities

Post-relocation support
o Mitigating human-tiger conflict
o Capacity building for frontline staff and collaborators 

EDUCATION AND AWARENESS PROGRAMS

TEZPUR, SONITPUR DISTRICT, ASSAM,
NOVEMBER 29, 2016: Responding to an emergency
call from the WesternAssam Wildlife Division (WAWLD),
an IFAW-WTI Mobile Veterinary Service (MVS) team
from the Centre forWildlife Rehabilitation and
Conservation (CWRC) rushed to the site of a tiger
attack at Dolabari on the outskirts ofTezpur town early
yesterday morning.

The MVS team, comprising veterinarian Dr Samshul Ali
and two animal keepers, was briefed by forest
department staff that the tiger had killed Rabiya

Khatun, an old lady, near National Highway 37(A) while
she wasreturning from her morning prayers. “We
scouted the area and found the tiger’s pugmark near a
large walled compound”, said Dr Ali; “the personnel
who were guarding this compound confirmed that the
tiger had been seen inside it.”

Mr Rohini Saikia, Divisional Forest Officer of the
WAWLD led the onsite forest department team, while
Dr Tahidur Rahman, Circle Officer, and Mr Faqrul Islam,
Additional Superintendent of Police, were in charge of
crowd control operations. Also at the site were Mr P
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Siva Kumar (IFS), Conservatorof Forests, Assam Forest
Department; Mr Kaushik Barua, Honorary Wildlife
Warden — Guwahati; wildlife volunteers Mr Saurav
Borkakati and Mr Smarajit Ojha; and personnel from
WWF India, all of whom were involved in the planning
and execution of the operation.

The district administration imposed a curfew in the
Dolabari area under Section 144 of the Criminal
Procedure Code, 1973, so that the gathered crowds
would disperse. A decision was made to drive the tiger
out of the area in the hope of preventing further
conflict, and a JCB earthmover and two kumki
elephants were deployed for this purpose.

With a view, again, to minimising the chances of harm
to either people or the animal, the team decided that
the drive would take place in the late evening. “We
made a concerted effort to drive the tiger towards
Bhumaragori”, said Dr Samshul Ali. “The thinking was
that from this area it would easily enter the forests of
Bura Chapori or Laokhowa WLS, or Kaziranga National
Park.” The tiger, suspected to be a full-grown adult
male, was spotted during the drive but as there was no
way of cornering it in the open terrain, it could not be
tranquilised.

On its way out of the Dolabari area the tiger attacked a
forest department vehicle on a paddy field. It was last
seen in the Batamari area where it attacked a person
named Saiful Islam, who was moving about in spite of
the curfew.

The operation concluded at around 12.30 am.
Pugmarks found the next morning near the
Brahmaputra River at Maithan (about three kilometres
from Batamari) by a team comprised of MVS, forest
department and WAWLD personnel suggestedthat the
drive had been successful and that the tiger had
moved towards Bura Chapori WLS. A thorough
combing operation was nevertheless conducted in the
Dolabari-Batamari area in order to reassure local
communities that the tiger was no longer present in
that territory.

Forest officials in Bura Chapori have been now been
tasked with tracking the tiger to confirm its presence in
the wildlife sanctuary.

FROM BANDIPUR TO INDIA TO GONDIA, WTI
CELEBRATES INTERNATIONAL TIGER DAY WITH
SCHOOL CHILDREN

JULY 29, 2016; NEW DELHI: Undeterred by the
humidity and clouds threatening rain, over a thousand
schoolchildren from twenty schools across the national
capital converged to join a Tiger Walk from Rajpath to
India Gate called by the National Tiger Conservation
Authority. 

The walk was flagged off by Shri Anil Madhav Dave,
the Minister of Environment, Forests and Climate
Change. The Hon’ble Minister administered a pledge to
the assembled crowd that also included senior officials
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from the ministry, school teachers, wildlife enthusiasts
and organisations such as WWF, Aircel and Sanctuary
Asia. 

Through its Wild Aid programme, Wildlife Trust of India
(WTI) had organised two tiger mascots that walked
alongside the rally. These mascots proved to be
extremely popular as participants clamoured to click
‘selfies’ with them; tiger masks that were distributed
among attendees provided more selfie opportunities. It
was an enthusiastic and aware lot of schoolchildren -
many from schools that were regular participants in
Animal Action Education (AAE) - who understood the
importance of the tiger in our ecosystem. For the
unaware, the IFAW-WTI AAE film Born to be Wild:
Saving the Majestic Tiger was screened prior to the
minister’s arrival. 

The minister extolled the fact that India houses 70
percent of the world’s tigers and said that it was a
matter of pride that our national animal is a big draw
for tourism. Teachers accompanying the students
showed great interest in continuing with awareness
activities through the year with AAE; their participation
in this event speaks volumes of their commitment to
the cause of creating better individuals - a Green Gen
Next for a greener planet.

A short video message by actor, director and founder
member of WTI Club Nature Dia Mirza was also
screened for the schoolchildren on the occasion. 

Gondia, Maharashtra: At WTI’s Central India Tiger
Habitat Securement Project in Gondia, International
Tiger Day was celebrated with the schoolchildren of
Pitambar tola, a village situated on the boundary of
Navegaon Wildlife Sanctuary. 

WTI partnered with the Dongargaon (Depot) Wildlife
Range to organise a programme at the ZillaParishad
Primary School in the village. Students were shown the

IFAW-WTI Animal Action Education documentary Born
to be Wild, and were briefed on the importance of
tigers and forests by the ACF Sushil Gupta,
Dongargaon RFO Deepak Baghde and WTI Asst
Manager Anil Kumar. The programme was attended by
the school students, teachers YK Salame and PS
Nandanwar, Eco-development Committee (EDC)
members and forest staff K.R. Kawale, W.A. Sonwane,
and Belekar, and Ms Latpate of the Wildlife Division.

Bandipur Tiger Reserve, Karnataka: The Karnataka
Forest Department and WTI partnered to conduct an
International Tiger Day event with schoolchildren from
fringe villages around the tiger reserve, all with a high
incidence of human-wildlife conflict.

The event was presided over by Mr Hiralal, Conservator
of Forests, Bandipur TR, and was graced by Shri
Mahadeva Prasad, Hon’ble Minister of Cooperation,
Government of Karnataka, as the chief guest. 

The students were picked up in Forest Department
buses in the morning and given a sumptuous
breakfast. Following this, Forest Department
personnelgave them an overview of the issues currently
facing wildlife and Protected Areas. The children were
then given protective gear including masks, gloves and
caps as they assisted forest staff in a brief cleaning
drive of the Bandipur campus area, during which they
were also told about the problems that wild animals
face due to plastic pollution and other human activity.
The AAE documentary Born to be Wild was then shown
to them, followed by a Q&A session. 

After a nice lunch the students were taken into the
forest on safari in groups, where some of them
reportedly spotted atiger. Finally, they were given a
copy of ‘Praanigalu’, a book about wild animals in
India, and were dropped back homeafter an evening
chai and an informal chat with Forest Department and
WTI staff.
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Cause of Death / Seizure Info

Natural

Natural
In Fighting

Natural

Natural
In Fighting

Poaching

Natural

Natural
Eliminated by authorities in a conflict event

In Fighting

In Fighting

TIGER MORTALITY IN INDIA -  JANUARY TO JUNE 2016
State

Uttarakhand
Maharashtra
Uttarakhand
Tamil Nadu
Madhya Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Assam
Karnataka
Assam
Karnataka
Karnataka
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Karnataka
Rajasthan
Maharashtra

Maharashtra

Karnataka
Karnataka
Madhya Pradesh
Uttarakhand
Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Uttarakhand
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra

Uttarakhand
Madhya Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Assam
Assam
Madhya Pradesh
Andhra Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Karnataka
Karnataka
Madhya Pradesh
Karnataka
Karnataka
Maharashtra

Orissa
Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh

Location
Ramnagar, Kosi Range Ramnagar, Corbett
Chandrapur, TadobaAndhari, 592
Phanto West, Jhirna, Corbett, 48
Manambolly, Anamalai, Field 6
Satosha, Karmajhiri, Pench, 595
Pallia, Near Compt 12 Masankhamb beat, Dudhwa
Orang
Nagarahole
Agaratoli, Kaziranga
Nittoor, Madikere, Virajpet, Nagarahole
DB Kuppe, Nagarahole
Gorakhpur, Rukhad buffer, Pench, 237
Brahmapuri Division
Maddur, Bandipur
Ranthambhore
Compt 73 Balapur beat, Chandrapur, Brahmapuri Division,
TadobaAndhari
Sindewahi Range, Chandrapur, Brahmapuri Division, Tadoba
Andhari
Hulikal, Nagarahole, Nagarahole
Anechoukur, Periyapatna, Nagarahole
Rampuri, Kumbhpani Buffer, Pench
Ramnagar, Ramnagar, Corbett
Mocha, Kanha, 353
Gaidhar, Mukki, Kanha, 29
Pipalpadav Range, Terai Central Division
Karondia, Panpatha Buffer, Bandhavgarh, 
Dhanapur Gondpimpri Tehsil, Chandrapur, Central Chanda,
TadobaAndhari
Nalkatta, Sonanadi, Corbett
Katangi, Balaghat
Moolapatti, Masinagudi, Mudumalai
Baghmara, Jorhat
Orang
Bandhavgarh
Pinnaram, Kotapally, Mancherial
Manjhgava Range Satna DIvision
Segur, Mudumalai
Ganidal Village Shimoga Taluk, Bhadravati
Umdlebylu Village, Bhadravati
Mohagaon, Mukki, Kanha, 3
Gandathur, Gundre, Bandipur, Hosahalli section
DB Kuppe, Nagarahole
Salai, Pao, 437 Nagpur, 437 Salai Round Paoni Range
Nagpur Division, Pench
Bolangir
Kalwaha, Bandhavgarh
Sehore

Date
6 Jul 2016
7 Jul 2016

12 Jul 2016
14 Jul 2016
16 Jul 2016
17 Jul 2016
27 Jul 2016
1 Aug 2016
2 Aug 2016
3 Aug 2016
7 Aug 2016
9 Aug 2016

10 Aug 2016
13 Aug 2016
18 Aug 2016
5 Sep 2016

10 Sep 2016

20 Sep 2016
20 Sep 2016
29 Sep 2016
20 Oct 2016
22 Oct 2016
28 Oct 2016
3 Nov 2016
4 Nov 2016
4 Nov 2016

11 Nov 2016
22 Nov 2016
24 Nov 2016
24 Nov 2016
25 Nov 2016
29 Nov 2016
3 Dec 2016
6 Dec 2016
8 Dec 2016
8 Dec 2016
8 Dec 2016

11 Dec 2016
19 Dec 2016
20 Dec 2016
21 Dec 2016

25 Dec 2016
26 Dec 2016
28 Dec 2016

S.NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44

Tiger Skull, Tiger Skins
Tiger Skull, Tiger Skins
Tiger Portion of skin, Tiger Meat, Tiger Whiskers,
Tiger Claws

Tiger Skins
Tiger Skins

Tiger Skins

Delhi
Delhi
Madhya Pradesh

Maharashtra
Assam
Andhra Pradesh

Chhattisgarh

Libaspur
Libaspur
Garhi, Kanha

Deori, Gondia, Gondia, Navegaon Nagzira
Manas
Ettiguda, Bejur Range, Kagaznagar Division,
Kawal/Tadoba
Rajnandgaon, Rajnanadgaon

5 Sep 2016
5 Sep 2016
6 Oct 2016

15 Oct 2016
1 Nov 2016
22 Nov 2016

29 Nov 2016

1
2
3

4
5
6

7

S.NO. DATE LOCATION STATE CAUSE OF DEATH / SEIZURE INFO
TIGER BODY PARTS SEIZURES IN INDIA:  JULY TO DECEMBER 2016

SOURCE: tigernet.nic.in



1. CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP FOR SNOW
LEOPARD RANGE COUNTRIES

The Global Tiger Forum, in collaboration with the 
World Bank and the Wildlife Conservation Trust (WCT),
and with technical support from Indian Institute of
Forest Management and Wildlife Institute of India
organized a 3-day capacity building workshop for 
snow leopard range countries in Leh-Ladakh, India
from 7 to 9 November 2016. The workshop was
attended by senior frontline officials from Bhutan,
Nepal, India and Russia as well as representatives from
GSLEP, WWF and NCF. The main objective of this
workshop was to incorporate key inputs into the draft
manuals for economic valuation of snow leopard
landscapes, habitat restoration and monitoring of
wildlife populations. 

DAY 1: 7th November 2016
Dr. Rajesh Gopal, Secretary General, Global Tiger
Forum, highlighted the significance of snow leopard as
an indicator of high mountain ecology. Mr Suresh
Chug, Chief Wildlife Warden, Govt of Jammu and
Kashmir welcomed all participants for this workshop
and emphasized on the effective efforts of forest
department of Jammu and Kashmir to conserve snow
leopard landscapes in partnership with local
communities. Mr Keshav Varma, CEO and Executive

Director, GTI Council, emphasized the significance of
proposed manuals on the above themes for aligning
global snow leopard conservation efforts. Mr. B.S.
Bonal ADG (Wildlife) Govt. of India, reiterated support
to the state in carrying out its ongoing community
based landscape conservation initiatives. Mr.
Chaudhary Lal Singh, Hon’ble Minister for Forest,
Ecology and Environment, Govt. of Jammu and
Kashmir inaugurated the workshop and promised
support towards implementation of pilot projects
towards implementation of the manuals. A special
session on ongoing conservation work on snow
leopards in the Hemis landscape of Jammu and
Kashmir, India was conducted by Mr. JigmetTakpa,
Widllife Warden, Leh-Ladakh, India

Dr. Madhu Verma, Professor, Indian Institute of Forest
Management presented the introduction to ecosystem
services and case studies from the economic valuation
of ecosystem services in six tiger reserves of India.
Dr.AdvaitEdgaonkar, Assistant Professor, Indian
Institute of Forest Management gave an overview of the
formats and methodology for valuation of different
ecosystem services across snow leopard landscapes.
This was followed by Dr. Madhu Verma’s presentation
on the ways to communicate results of an economic
valuation study to various stakeholders, including
policy makers.
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DAY 2: 8th November 2016 
Dr. Aishwarya Maheshwari presented an overview of
snow leopard habitat monitoring and restoration,
followed by a description of the techniques for
monitoring snow leopard and its prey by
Dr.SathyaKumar, Scientist, WII and with inputs from Dr.
Y.V. Jhala, Scientist, WII. The draft manual including the
framework for monitoring for species monitoring was
presented by Dr.Sathyakumar. Led by Dr. Rajesh
Gopal, a framework model for extensive and intensive
monitoring was prepared and discussed during the
meeting. A recent TRAFFIC and WWF report on global
snow leopard crime was presented by Mr. Rishi
Sharma, WWF.

The technical sessions were followed by presentations
from the officials of the range countries, which included
Bhutan, Nepal and Russia.

The CEO and Executive Director of GTI Council
informed about the timelines for the draft manuals to
be submitted to GTF as well as the review process
towards finalization of these manuals. 

DAY 3: 10th November 2016
The participants and resource-persons visited the
Hemis National Park for an appraisal of the Hemis
Landscape and discussed conservation models and

field techniques for monitoring snow leopard and its
prey. A valedictory session was organized later in the
evening at the venue of the conference. 

Key outcomes
o The draft manuals will be submitted to the GTF

before 25th November 2016
o The manuals will be reviewed through an advisory

committee, involving global experts to be convened
by CEO and ED, GTI Council

o The manuals on economic valuation needs to be
simplified in the form of a framework that can be
easily used by the range countries to conduct the
study

o The GTF, will send the draft manuals to range
countries through the GSLEP

To view workshop presentations please visit:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwkpmKVSJjVRaFR
Yajg3bUROd00

2. CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP FOR TIGER
RANGE COUNTRIES, SARISKA, INDIA

A capacity building workshop for tiger range countries
was organized by the Global Tiger Forum (GTF), in
association with the Global Tiger Initiative Council,
World Bank, Wildlife Conservation Trust (WCT) and
World Wildlife Fund (WWF) with technical support from
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the Indian Institute of Forest Management (IIFM) and
Wildlife Institute of India (WII) at Hotel Sariska Palace,
situated on the outskirts of the Sariska Tiger Reserve.
The workshop was attended by senior frontline officials
from South Asian Tiger Range Countries (Bhutan,
Bangladesh, India and Nepal) and representatives from
the WWF, WCT and the state forest department of
Rajasthan as well as many post graduate diploma
trainee officers of WII. The workshop was organized
with a view to provide a detailed insight and gather
country level inputs and feedback leading to the
following working drafts:
o A manual on economic valuation

approaches/methodology for practitioners 
o Technical Guidelines for Habitat and Prey

Restoration
o Protocols for Habitat Quality and Wildlife

Populations

DAY 1: 29 November 2016
Dr. Rajesh Gopal, Secretary General (GTF) welcomed
the delegates and praised the commitment and efforts
of South Asian Range countries towards conservation
of wild tigers. Dr. G.V. Reddy, Chief Wildlife Warden,
Rajasthan, mentioned about Sariska Tiger Reserve
being a fine example in terms of achieving
conservation success through an action oriented
leadership and collective responsibility. Mr. Keshav
Varma, CEO and Executive Director, GTIC stressed on

the need for effective dialogue between countries to
harmonize regional tiger conservation efforts and that
the Global Tiger Initiative, was an innovative model that
brought together different stakeholders (conservation
organizations, financial institutes, research institutes
and range countries) along with the highest level of
“political will” that led to streamlining of conservation
action across the range countries through the Global
Tiger Recovery Program (GTRP). This was followed by
a presentation on the return of tigers in Sariska, by Mr.
R.S. Shekhawat, Field Director, Sariska Tiger Reserve,
elucidating the time line, starting from the local
extinction of tigers from Sariska, and then a successful
tiger re-introduction program, which changed the entire
paradigm of wildlife conservation in India.

Dr. Advait Edgaonkar, Assistant Professor, Indian
Institute of Forest Management and part of the
technical team for developing the manual on economic
valuation led the sessions on economic valuation of
tiger landscapes, which included an introduction to
ecosystem services and review of such cases, detailed
insight into the techniques/methodology for conducting
such a study in tiger landscapes and communication
results to various stakeholders. The session generated
active participation from the range country officials,
especially on segregation of various ecosystem
services and the available measurable units for each of
them. 
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DAY 2: 30 November 2016
An early morning field session pertaining to the
methods/techniques for sign survey, sampling design
and relative abundance was organized in the Sariska
Tiger Reserve. 

In the first technical session, Dr. Bilal Habib, Scientist,
Wildlife Institute of India, discussed the framework of
the technical guidelines for habitat and prey
restoration, and distributed a questionnaire format to
range country officials, to gather more inputs from
about the prey and habitat characteristics.

Dr. Y.V. Jhala and Mr. Qamar Qureshi, Scientists,
Wildlife Institute of India, presented the protocols
describing methods for monitoring habitat quality and
wildlife populations. Country level inputs on sampling
design and monitoring practices were discussed in
detail for further refinement of the protocols.

DAY 2: 30 November 2016
A field session on using radio telemetry devices for
monitoring collared large mammals, camera trap for
occupancy/population estimation, distance sampling
for prey density estimation and vegetation assessment
techniques were undertaken by the scientists from the
Wildlife Institute of India. The original enclosure used
for soft release of re-introduced tigers was also shown
to the participants and the Field Director described the
design and applicability of such structures to support
recovery programs. 

The first technical session for the day, included the
concepts and methods for Habitat, prey and tiger
recovery By Dr. K. Ramesh, Scientist, Wildlife Institute
of India, where apart from providing an overview of the
recovery strategies, a comparative account of
technology tools that can be used for protection and
habitat management was also presented, which is an
imperative for supporting the ongoing frontline efforts
towards a successful recovery program.

Officials from Bangladesh, Bhutan and India presented
the status of tigers and implementation of various
conservation practices in each country. A special
session on Conservation Assured Tiger Standards
(CA|TS) was led by Dr.Joydeep Bose, WWF India,
where the application of CA|TS in the habitats outside
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the protected area system was also discussed. Dr
Vaibhav C. Mathur, AIG, National Tiger Conservation
Authority, gave an overview of designing a landscape
level tiger conservation plan as well as described ways
for prevention and management of tiger/wildlife
diseases. The concluding technical session on the
differentiated approach towards landscape
management was led by Dr. Rajesh Gopal, Secretary
General, GTF.

The technical sessions were followed by a 
valedictory ceremony, that involved the distribution of
certificated and concluding remarks by Dr. Rajesh
Gopal and Mr. Keshav Varma, CEO and Executive
Director, GTI Council.

Key outcomes
o The draft working documents were circulated to the

range countries for further inputs and modifications
o The technical guideline for habitat and prey

restoration will incorporate inputs received on prey
species from each range country 

o There was a need to identify sites and facilitate the
process for conducting pilot projects for
implementing the three manuals

To view workshop presentations please visit:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwkpmKVSJjVRZG
FUVkt6NXhrcTQ

3. CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP FOR TIGER
RANGE COUNTRIES, KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA

A capacity building workshop for tiger range countries
was organized by the Global Tiger Forum (GTF), in
association with the Global Tiger Initiative Council,
World Bank, Wildlife Conservation Trust (WCT) and

World Wildlife Fund (WWF) with technical support from
the Indian Institute of Forest Management (IIFM) and
Wildlife Institute of India (WII) at Hotel Aloft, Kuala
Lumpur. The workshop was attended by senior frontline
officials from several Tiger Range Countries
(Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar,
Thailand, Russia and Vietnam). The workshop was
organized with a view to provide a detailed insight and
gather country level inputs and feedback leading to the
following working drafts:
o A manual on economic valuation

approaches/methodology for practitioners 
o Technical Guidelines for Habitat and Prey

Restoration
o Protocols for Habitat Quality and Wildlife

Populations

DAY 1: 13 December 2016
Dr. Rajesh Gopal, Secretary General (GTF), welcomed
the participants and highlighted the significance and
need for a differentiated approach towards tiger
landscape conservation. Mr. Keshav Varma, CEO and
Executive Director, GTIC praised the efforts of Malaysian
Government on implementing principles of Smart Green
Infrastructure, especially the design and construction of
eco-viaducts to facilitate wildlife movement. He also
stressed on the need for sharing of best practices
through a knowledge sharing platform. Mr. Hasnan Bin
Yusop, Deputy Director General II, DWNP, Govt. of
Malaysia, welcomed the delegates and resource-
persons attending the workshop and that the workshop
provided an opportunity for an effective dialogue on
developing and implementing the draft manuals in
range countries. A presentation showcasing landscape
conservation efforts in the central forest spine of
Malaysia was given by Dr.Pazil bin Abdul Patah, Director
of Biodiversity Division, DWNP, Govt. of Malaysia.
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In the first technical presentation, Dr. Bilal Habib,
Scientist, discussed the framework of the technical
guidelines for habitat and prey restoration, and
distributed a questionnaire format to range country
officials, to gather more inputs on status of key prey
species in each range country. Dr. Y.V. Jhala and 
Mr. Qamar Qureshi, Scientists, Wildlife Institute of India,
presented the protocols describing methods for
monitoring habitat quality and wildlife populations. 
The participants provided their feedback on various
monitoring methods being used in range countries,
especially in tropical landscapes and low density 
tiger habitats.

DAY 2: 14 December 2016
Officials from the range countries presented the 
status of wild tigers and key country level 
conservation priorities. The officials also provided an
updated the status of previous transboundary
dialogues in East Asia. Dr.Vaibhav C. Mathur, AIG,
National Tiger Conservation Authority of India gave 
an overview of designing a landscape level tiger
conservation plan as well as described ways for
prevention and management of tiger/wildlife 
diseases. Dr. Rajesh Gopal, Secretary General, 
GTF presented a detailed insight into tiger 
landscape management, mentioning strategies for 
land use planning and coordination between
stakeholder agencies across tiger landscapes,
including core critical tiger habitats, multiple use
habitats and corridors. 

Dr. S.P. Yadav, Assistant Secretary General, GTF
presented an overview of the Conservation Assured
Tiger Standards (CA|TS) and its application both in
protected areas as well as forest areas outside
protected areas.

Dr. Anil Kumar, Director, Indian Institute of Forest
Management introduced the concept of economic
valuation of economic valuation and Dr. Madhu Verma,
Professor, Indian Institute of Forest Management led
the sessions on economic valuation of tiger
landscapes, which included an introduction to some
measurable ecosystem services across tiger
landscapes and review of studies undertaken in tiger
landscapes, as well as detailed insight into the
techniques/methodology for conducting such a study
in tiger landscapes and communication results to
various stakeholders.

DAY 3: 15 December 2016
A field visit to Sungkai Wildlife Reserve and 
National Wildlife Rescue Centre, Malaysia was
organized by the GTF with technical support from the
Malaysian Forest Department. The officials discussed
various options pertaining to rehabilitation and release
of rescued wild tigers/wildlife. A transect walk, 
involving field discussion on sampling design, sign
survey and vegetation assessment was arranged to
understand the applicability of monitoring protocols in
tropical habitats. 

The technical sessions were followed by a valedictory
ceremony, that involved the distribution of certificated
and concluding remarks by Dr. Rajesh Gopal and Mr.
Keshav Varma, CEO and Executive Director, GTI
Council.

Key outcomes
o The draft working documents were circulated to the

range countries for further inputs and modifications
o The technical guideline for habitat and prey

restoration will incorporate inputs received on prey
species from each range country 
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o There was a need to identify sites and facilitate the
process for conducting pilot projects for
implementing the three manuals

To view workshop presentations please visit:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwkpmKVSJjVRdnV
0dDBXMmh1ZkE

4. The Global Tiger Forum awarded a citation and USD
1500 (INR 1,00,000) to Mr R.S. Shekhawat, Field

Director, Sariska Tiger Reserve, for his
significantcontribution in tiger recovery though his
sheer passion, commitment and dedication towards
tiger conservation, during a range countries’ tiger
workshop at Sariska, Rajasthan, in November 2016. 

5. The Secretary General and the Assistant Secretary
General, Global Tiger Forum, attended the CoP 17 of
CITES at Johannesburg, South Africa, in September,
2016.
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